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./\ PROPOSAL TO COIfSTRUCT 

SEGMENTED LARGE-X BARYON SPECTROMETER 

Synopsis 

Heavy flavor experiments currently in progress at e+e- colliders or in the 

fixed target programs at CERN and Fermilab are aimed at collecting large 

samples (}10,000 reconstructed events) of charmed events. These experiments 

will provide a great deal of information about charmed meson systems, but the 

expected yield of charmed baryons is not large - 10% or less of the sample 

size. The most detailed study of the charm strange baryon Bc+ comes not from a 

large-statistics central production experiment at high energy but rather from a 

20-day run at modest beam flux in the CERN hyperon beam. This proposal 

exploits the advantages in triggering and particle identification of large-x 

production to make a systematic study of charm baryon production and decay 

systeaatics. For the do.1nant (N10% branch1ng ratiO) modes of these baryons, 

we expect to collect 106 tr1ggered events in each mode per runn1ng period. 

This will give adequate statist1cs to study even highly suppressed .odes. 

The study of meson systematics by the nark III spectrometer at SPEAR led to 

a revolut10n in the understanding of charaed aeson decay mechanisms. No 

present experiment will supply a similar data set for the charmed baryons. A 

f1xed target experiment cannot supply the absolute branch1ng ratiOS that e+e

annih1lation on the .(3770) resonance provides for the nark III data. We can 

supply relative branch1ng ratios for the non-leptonic and se.ileptonic decav 
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modes of charmed baryons and establish the importance of two-body resonance 

modes in the decay mechanism. This information, along with lifetime 

measurements for Ac+, Ec++, Ec+, EcO, =c+ and ceo baryons, will permit 

evaluation in the baryon sector of the role of color suppression, Pauli 

suppression, sextet enhancement and other varied mechanisms which influence 

decay rates of charmed hadrons. This information will be very difficult to 

obtain from existing spectrometers because of the Wide range of part1cle 

identif1cation methods needed to handle different decay modes. SELEX is 

designed speclflcally to do this job, as we sald ln the Letter of Intent. 

The question of which portion of phase space is best suited to these 

measurements ls not obvlous. In the central reglon the cross sectlon ls the 

largest. There, gluon production 1s expected to produce baryons and ant1baryons 

w1th comparable rates and characteristics. The evidence from the WA62 

experiment on 8c+ product10n at large x and the latest analysis of lSi data on 

Ac+ from the SF! group both indicate a forward product10n mechanism for charmed 

baryons with a general (1-x)2 dependence and large, but not unreasonable, cross 

sect10ns. 1 ,2 The spectrua of Ec+ observed 1n neutron production at Ferm1lab 

from E400 was more central. 3 Only new data across a broad x reg10n will clar1fy 

the situation. We intend to construct a new apparatus with the latest 

capabilities in secondary vertex reconstruction, in triggering on event 

characteristics and in particle identification. By placlng this apparatus 1n a 

hall wh1ch can provide hyperon, nucleon. and pion be... of high energy and high 

intensity, we are in position to make detal1ed studies of the production 

mechanisms for charmed baryons as well as the decay characteristics. While the 

present experiments wll1 surely provide initial data on the general features of 

this phys1cs, a second-generat1on experiment is both t1mely and necessary to 

make a systematic analysls. 
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Because the transition fro. central production to leading production may 

involve several different production processes, it is important to design an 

apparatus which is not li.ited only to large x. In this proposal the particle 

identification is oriented toward physics at x > 0.25. However. the apparatus 

itself has no particular cutoff at small x. The chamber sizes after the first 

magnet and the vertex silicon detectors are large enough to do x=O physics. 

The acceptance curves shown in fig. 7 illustrate that SELEX triggering has 

useful acceptance even for x < 0.1 for most modes. 

As we indicated in answers sent to the PAC after the letter of intent 

presentation, SELEX is organized to permit expansion of the range of particle 

identification and triggering into the central region. However, that extension 

is non-trivial. The group is strongly motivated to study the forward physics 

first, to establish the nature of leading production and to elUCidate the decay 

mechanisms for the entire faaily of charmed baryons. After that initial phase, 

then the correlation study of cc pairs over the entire x range is of interest 

and additional particle tagging becomes important. 

We are not held hostage to the existence of a leading baryon effect in all 

charmed baryon states. This is a general charm physics spectrometer with 

capabilities complementin~ the x=O spectrometers now on the floor at Fermilab 

and CERN. For b physics this apparatus can trigger on electron Pt. and the 

standard trigger should yield -100 events from the first run. 

The hyperon beam facility in P Center has produced a series of important 

hyperon decay studies. If further work in this area is indicated by physics 

interests, the Pl81 apparatus is extremely well-SUited to the task. The 

extensive software-driven triggering capabilities allow the selection of 

specific decay modes or kinematic regions for studying spin effects, for 

example. Thus, the installation of SELEX would not preclude further work of 
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the type that has occupied the hyperon facility up to now. 

As is necessary for a second-generation device, it incorporates state-of

the-art technololY 1n the detectors, the data acquisition and triggering 

architecture, and the online processing capability_ However, this state-of

the- art nature exploits technololies being delivered ~, not ones pro.ised 

for so.. indeter.inate future. As the discussion in the full proposal will 

detail, we have prototype devices now in hand or in plannio, for all the aajor 

detector co.ponents. Because of the colliaat10n inherent in large-x processes, 

the detector sizes are .odest. We will not tax the engineering skills of the 

co..unity 1n building this detector. However, it .ust be started soon. We 

hope that the PACwtll authorize us to proceed so that we can 1IU8ter the 

necessary people and resource. to begin testing prototypes in 1988. We intend 

to be ready for first physics runs when the hyperon be.. in P Center beco... 

available after the next f1xed target running period. 
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I • INTRODUCTION 

This past year has seen significant progress in the understanding of charm 

hadroproduction from the experimental bas1s. Further results from the Fermilab 

and CERN fixed target programs have established the short lifetime of the h +c

baryon,4 confirmed the difference in Ds+ product10n froa wand I beams,5 and 

confirmed the existence of the Sc+ baryon. 3 Froa both hadronic experiments and 

e+e- ann1hilation data has come new eVidence of the te++ and teO baryons. 6 

Nevertheless, the baryon sector remains largely unexplored. There 1s rich 

potent1al for physics understanding in chara baryon decays. Because there are 

three quarks involved 1n the baryons, the opportunity ~or suppression effects, 

enhancement effects, and other wavefunction aod1f1cat10ns of the s1mple 

spectator chara decay d1agrams 1s auch greater in baryon studies than in the 

meson case. To probe these effects will requ1re an extens1ve data set 

correlating d1fferent decay aodes of different baryons. The s1.plest example 

to draw concerns the 11fetime ratios of the d1fferent states. Because of the 

enhancement/suppression effects various authors have proposed an order1ng of 

baryon 11fetimes. There is general agreement that the aco should have the 

shortest and the Bc+ the 10ngest. 7 The order in between 1s 1n content10n. Data 

+ +2.0 -13on these states are sparse. The Ec 11fetime is measured to be 4.2_1•5 x 10 

sec. 3 Is th1s long like the D+ or short like the DO? The errors allow for 

either possibility. Clearly aore data are needed to answer even such a 

rud1mentary question. No evidence for the Sco, the neutral partner of the ::: + -c ' 

exists, and evidence for the ceo is weak. 8 The data set for tc states is very 

sparse. Saaples contain tens of event, whether fro. e+e- or fixed target 

exper1ments. 6 Thus. despite the new experimental informat10n, no s1gnificant 

attack on understand1ng the underly1ng questions of charmed baryon decay 
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mechanisms can yet be made. 

In all cases only one or a few decay modes have been observed for the 

baryons, and there is only sketchy evidence for any of the excited states. 9 

While the Mark III spectrometer at SPEAR haa produced a detailed understanding 

of the Cabibbo favored and unfavored branching rat10s of the D meson fa.ily, no 

such data baae exists for the Ds f ..ily of mesons or any of the baryons. 10 In 

order to establish Cabibbo-unfavored modes, one aust have a larse data s.-ple 

of fitted events w1th good particle identification to .1ni.1ze aabigu1t1es. 

Perhaps the most iaportant reaaon for going to larse-x production is that 

there ..y be new phYSiCS there. As discussed in the letter of intent, the WA62 

experiment at CERN observes a much different x-distribution for 8c+ production 

from the r- be.. than is observed in E400 at Ferailab fro. the neutron be... 

Despite the coaparable nu.ber of events in the 8c+ .... peak, the x 

distributions are totally different, aa can be seen in fiS- 1. The nuaber of 

interactions recorded in the two experiments were co~arablet yet in a smaller 

x bite in a presuaably less-favored part of the x distribution the lover energy 

experiment had a si.ilar nuaber of events and a si.ilar cross section. This 

should be explored. Si.ilar differences in production at different x regions 

see. to hold true for the Ac+. Fro. central reSion experiments like MA27 hc+ 

physics has emersed only with difficulty." At the lSi there have been 

difficult1es of the oppos1te sort. hc+ events are seen clearly, but with 

ano..lously larse cross sections, perhaps caused by having to extrapolate fro. 

a ...11 acceptance reston to all of phase space. How, the latest analysis shov. 

a leading (1-x)2 behavior of the 1nvariant cross section £S:; and a cross 

section of 30 ~.2 This result tends to support the idea that there are 

different mechanis.. for charm production in different x resimes. If one 

considers simple quark model diagra.. for charm baryon product10n by nucleons 
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and by hyperons, as shown in fig. 2, one can also think that there might well 

be dependences on the inc1dent part1cle. Wh11e 1t 1s always dangerous to place 

too much sign1ficance on s1aple d1agrams 11ke these, we do th1nk that they 

illustrate the importance of making a sy8te..t1c co~ar1son of charm baryon 

product10n from different beams at large x, where valence quark effects are the 

most prom1nent. SELEX can employ a variety of be... and beam energ1es to 

explore these matters. 

A second reason for preferr1ng large-x product10n over central product10n 

has to do with the diff1culty of detera1ning whether given decay .ode. contain 

two-body resonant substructure or not. Because the.e charm state. are produced 

w1th aasses not greatly larger than the charm quark .... it.elf, the 0 values 

of the var10us decays are not large. Con.equently, two-body resonance. which 

form between f1nal state part1cles may be due either to f1nal state 

interactions or to the primary quark fragmentation. The lov 0 value v111 

d1stort resonant mass d1str1but10ns, because the high .... port10n of the 

Bre1t- W1gner may be kinemat1cally surpres.ed. Figure 3(a) shows the Dal1tz 

plot for WA62 data. 80 obv10us resonant structure i. seen. F1gure 3(b) shows 

a purely resonant decay of the 8c+~t+(138S)X·(890)0~AO~w+w+. Even 1n the Monte 

Carlo s1aulation one 1s hard-pres.ed to see any two-body .ubstructure de.p1te 

the fact that the 1nput v .. pure re.onance. While the Dalitz plot ..y not show 

structure, the relative branching ratios of state. v1th zero, one or two wOs 

would be pred1cted un1quely for re.onance dom1nation of the decays. However, 

in order to .aasure these branching ratios well, one .uat have excellent 

geometr1c acceptance for all decay .odes over the full Dal1tz plot. In our 

opinion, th1s is far easier to achieve 1n a large-x apparatus. The charm state 

at large x is well separated from the majority of part1cles from the underlying 

event. Wh11e this separation may not be essential to do physics with all

-------------_.._----

http:hard-pres.ed
http:surpres.ed
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charged modes in detectors with silicon vertex syste.. , it is i~rtant when 

trying to analyze .odes with single or multiple nOs, to reduce a.biluities. In 

addition, the nlKlp identification will eliminate a.biluities in aaking 

resonant sun-ass analyses of the charm decays - 1.portant for -.k1ng the decay 

mechanis. analysis that we propose here. 

In order to separate baryon fro...son events 1n pre.ent spectro..ter., one 

must rely .frequent1y on kine..tic fitting of tracks fro. the observed secondary 

vertex. For hc+ events there is always the question of confusion with D or Os 
..sonic decays. Threshold Cerenaov tasging for baryons has potential for 

confusion because the threshold counters used in present experi..nts tend to 

separate n fro. (lC,p). Therefore, the confusion of rand p over1apa ..son and 

baryon states in a large fraction of events. For present experi..nts the 

criterion of una.biluous kaon identification by thre.hold counters li.its the 

study of the Cabibbo- suppre.sed decay D + r+r- to a very narrow x rance. 12 A 

reasonable way out of this confusion is to use a Rins I ...ins Cereokov Counter 

(RICH). Such a counter greatly extends the range of un8llbiguous particle 

identification by asking at what ans1e the 1ilht is eaitted, not only whether 

or not there is 1ilht. These counters require a 2-di..nsional readout to work 

best. A 1arge- sized counter of this type exists in the o.ela spectro..ter at 

CERN13 and a siailar device is being readied for use by 1665. These 1arle-area 

counters are a cha1lense to build, and efficient UV photon readouts are not 

easy to ..intatn. However, by li.itine the aneu1ar spread of the particles to 

be identified, as is proposed here, the detector proble. is greatly Siaplif1ed. 

We can use photoau1tipliers. SELEX ai.. at full particle identification 

(n,IC,p) over the whole mo..ntua range of interest for 1arle-x charm baryons. 

ThiS is the third reason for preferrine 1arle-x over central production for 

these k1nds of studie•• 
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A fourth reason for preferring large-x production is the opportunity that 

it offers for using the longitudinal development of the secondary decay to aid 

in event recognition. This experiment will introduce the use of silicon pixel 

devices for charm identification. 14 At large x the flight path of the charm 

state can be long enouch to bring it close to a pixel detector. In a multi

prong decay one can then compare the charge seen per pixel with that expected 

from the silicon vertex detector(YSSD) reconstruction of the event. In central 

production flight paths tend to be too short to exploit this method to 

advantace. 

Despite the eaphasis on large-x physics, we must hasten to point out that 

SELEX has good acceptance and triggering over an x range from 0.1 to 1.0. As 

such, it is unique among charm spectroaeters, existing or proposed, in its 

abilities to study the transition from central to leading production. The 

triggering can be adjusted to favor one region over the other by software. 

Thus, physics results can lead to rapid experimental response to follow 

interesting effects either into the large-x or saall-x regime. This 

flexibility is iaportant in a second-generation charm experiment. We should 

also note that the emphasis here is on baryons, because we perceive that field 

as the less-well-understood. However, SELEX can do a superb job of exploring 

meson physics aa well, if there remain open questions in Ds physics, for 

exaaple. The particle identification argu.ents aade for baryons hold equally 

well for mesons. The forward RICH can operate with different gaaes for 

different purposes. Kagnetic fields can be adjusted to trans.it different 

momentum ranges, and the trigger matrix retuned to select different 

configurations as needed. 

To compare SELEX to the existing charm spectrometers we show in table I the 

proposal numbers for charm events anticipated in E769 and E687 (photon beam), 

http:trans.it
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For SELEX we have cited only the baryon y1elda. lleson y1elda will alao be 

large, but for the .oat part meBon physics ViII have been done elsewhere, as we 

see it now. As you see, the potential yield in this aecond-generat1on 

experi_nt far exceeds the s&llple sizes expected in the near future. Thua, we 

will be in position to look at physics on beyond the first hints of chana 

production characteristics. 

TABLE I 

PROPOSAL ESTIKATES OF CHAIJI YIELDS 

EXPERIItDT TRIGGERS RECORDED CHARJI RECCE'I'ItX:TED x RAJ«;E 

E769 0.3 X 109 6500 (.sona) -0.05 to. 0.9 

E687 (y be..) 2 X 109 1.5 x 10. ("sons) -0.05 to 0.9 

P791 6 X 1010 1.5 x 10. (baryons) 0.1 to 1.0 
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II. PHYSICS GOALS 

A. STUDY OF CHARIf BARYOtfS 

This objective, the priaary one of the proposal, h.. been out11ned 

thoroughly 1n the introduction. We shall be brief here. The aim is to make a 

systeaat1c survey of charm baryon production and decay mechan1s... Such a data 

set is needed to understand if perturbative QCD can account for charm 

product10n under different circumstances and to establish wh1ch mechanis.. 

dom1nate decay processes. By having complete particle identif1cat10n for 

hadrons, electrons, and g ..... , one can noraalize branching ratios to the 

semileptonic rates. This aids the theoretical analys1s of the hadronic modes. 

The ability to ....ure Wo and ~o states 1s also iaportant in analyzing these 

rat10s for evidence of resonant substructure. This substructure 1s clearly the 

dominant feature of ..son decays. to It w.. not expected. t5 Mow that exper1ment 

has demonstrated the effect, there are models which do an excellent Job of 

match1ng the data for ..sons. t6 The analysis for baryons is somevhat more 

difficult, but in1tial efforts to understand he+ decays have been aade. 17 

Further progress 1n this area viII avait nev data. 

The semileptonic modes are espec1ally important in understanding the 

question of suppression or enhance..nt of hadronic decays. If the semilepton1c 

rates are not influenced by the various mechanisma vh1ch affected the overall 

11fet1me, then ....ur1ng the relat1ve branch1ng rat10s of different char. 

baryons, noraalized to the1r sem1lepton1c rates, 1s sens1t1ve to vave funct10n 

effects in the decays. 

Finally, ve are interested in measuring correlat10n effects 1n charm baryon 

production. It is especially interesting to see if there is a change in the 

correlation as one goes from saall x to large x, as veIl as to compare meson 
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correlations with baryon correlations. In SELEX the trigger is on the large-x 

syste.. However, the acceptance is quite good for slower partners if there 1s 

a postive correlat10n, i.e., if the .... of the cc syete. i. not too large or 

1f the color attraction of one c quark to a .pectator syete. i. not too strong. 

If the Sc+ cro•• section at large x i. 88 large 88 reported by WA62, then the 

production rate i. high enough to make a full-acceptance correlation study by 

using an e.ol.ion target. Thi. would give a co.plete picture of the 

correlat10n. We e.timate that a 10-liter e.ol.ion exposure would .upply 

several hundred 8c+ events. Soae ..~r. of the Japane.e e.ol.ion group have 

expressed an intere.t in this po••ibility. 

(8) SEARCH FOR MEW BARYON STATES 

As haa been aentioned earlier, three of the expected ground state char. baryon 

.ultiplet essentially have not yet been seen: tc+, Se0, and Qe0. There i. a 3-event 

clustering in WA62 data .ugge.tive of the oeo decay.- We expect to acquire a 

large data set containing various decay .ade. of all three. baryon.. The t c+ 

decay, whether by y or ~o, to hc+ i. difficult to detect. The de-eXCitation 

particle i. slov, e.itted along the baryon line of flight. For Y decays, this 

..ans that one .ust find a low energy photon at 00 - a for.idable Job. we 

expect to do that in SELEX by having a finely segaented liquid argon 

calori..ter far fro. the target, so that such photon. can be separated fro. the 

bulk of the primary interaction ~o decays. The photon. fro. the de- excitation 

~o would be at Vide angles in x ... 0 baryon decays. Howver, the Lorentz boo.t 

fro. a large-x baryon. sends the nO forward into the dovnstreaa LAC or Pb glass 

arrays. The segmentation there is fine enough that the average occupation 

probability of a given cell is low. That is what is needed to pick up these 

gammas with good efficiency. Thus, large-x production offers significant 

advantages in searching for excited states of the ground state .oltiplets. The 
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soft decay particles emerge in regions sparsely populated by products from the 

underlying event. 

(C) SEARCH FOR EXOTIC STATES 

The search for 4-quark mesons has been a frustrating experience for many 

groups. Hovever, the observation of a cand1date state. the U meson. in WA62 

necessitates so.. further study.' This high aass meson has unusual flavors in 

its decay modes, especially u+ ~ A0Pn+w+, This askes it a good candidate for 

the RICH tr1gger mode discussed 1n the tr1gger section. In general, online 

selection of unusual flavor combinations can be made for large-x states, 

per.itt1ng an efficient trigger for exotics that could be mixed 1n at lov rate 

vith triggers fro. the major interest areas in the experi..nt. Such a flavor

tag 1s straightforward only in large-x systems, in vhich all tracks fro. the 

exotic state are folded into the particle ident1fication ayste•• 

(0) STUDY OF CHARIf PRODUCTIOII MECHAlfISltS 

There are several hints in the systematics of chara production that various 

char. states are flavor-dependent 1n the1r production. For meson syate.. £769 

i_ pursuing suggestions that Os ..sons are produced differently fro. K be ... 

than fro. w bea... we have alluded to hints from £400 and WA62 that Sc+ states 

appear to be produced differently fro. nand r- be.... In P Center the hyperon 

facility can readily supply hyperon. p, n, and w beams to the SELEX apparatus. 

This alloVB a var1ety of QCD studies to be made, not only on char. ayste.. but 

on heavy strange states like Sand Q as veIl. Then there is the question of 

A-dependence. £769 has made the case veIl for us1ng different target materials 

in a h1gh-stat1stics study to find any x-variation of the A dependence in charm 

production. we plan to pursue the same general prograa for char. baryons. 

With statistics like ve expect. the deta11s of x-variation 1n different 

materials can be veIl-mapped. 
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(E) STUDY OF BEAtTl'Y PRODUCTION 

The question of detecting beauty states, ..sons or baryons, i. a aajor 

issue at Fera1lab currently. In SELEX we are, of cour.e, interested, but it is 

hard to guarantee a result. However, there i. one aajor area of beauty studies 

in which SELEX ..y contribute. Because of the ability to taa electrons in the 

TRD and also at the .... time to calculate their upatre.. angle and their 

lIOaent.., SELEX can illPlement an electron Pt trigger. Thua, the .tandard san 

trigger structure i. perfectly .et to taa .e.ileptonic decays of B particles. 

The.e .ode. are a.ong the .ost uaeful experimentally, .ince they are expected 

to have 12-1S% branching ratio.. No other .ingle B decay aode i. likely to be 

this large. Thua, even tho\1lh the SELEX apparatua i. not de.ilned to handle 

the extraordinary rate. planned in E771, the B detection capability i. not 

negligible. As discus.ed in section VI, the standard trigler will .elect ~100 

B particle (aeson or baryon) decays to e*uX in the fir.t run. 

I I I. BEAll AHD TARGETS 

The Proton Center hyperon facility provide. a variety of be... which can be 

bro\1lht to the SELEX .pectro_ter. At a .econdary .oaentua of 600 GeV/c it can 

provide a negative be.. that i. about SOX E-. SOX ...- 10. dovnstre.. of the 

production target. Be.. taaCing by a TID syste. live. very clean E- or ...

.election, ...hown in fiCo S. Po.itive be... (30% ...+) of cOllPArable lIOaentUII 

vill give protons of any de.ired energy up to the hilhe.t .o_nt~ allowed by 

radiation safety li.it. (-7S0 GaV/c). A good quality neutron be.. h.. al.o 

been used already in this area. (£630) 

Detailed flux inforaation on hyperon. is available at 400 GeV incident 

energy. COlIParisol1ll with CERH indicate that fluxes scale well in x and Pt. 

Flux data are being taken nov in E7S6 for SOO GeV .econdarie. fro. the 800 GeV 

be... While particle ratios are not yet available. the total flux has been 

http:discus.ed
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measured. To produce a secondary flux of 2x 106 negative particles/second 

takes 1.6 x 10tO incident protons. Thus. for a 20 second spill we would ask 

for 3.2 x 10 t1 protons. a light load on the accelerator. For P781 we vould 

reconfigure the hyperon channel to have a ...ller .o.entu. bite and raise the 

beam energy to 600 GeV. The incident proton flux vould go up correspond1ngly 

to about 5 x 1012 • The muon flux will probably restr1ct further flux increases 

for negat1ve beam even though the target stat10n could handle .ore intensity. 

For positives or neutrons this li.it would not pertain; auon background would 

be a 10% effect. 

For each of the possible secondary be.... the ex1t be.. prof1le would have 

a spot s1ze of order 0.5 to 1.0 c.2 , divergence of order 1 .rad. and flux, 

including muons in the be.., of order 2 ftHz. The muon background 1n this area 

is rather broadly dispersed. Kost of the auon flux co..s fro. channeling 

through the Al co1ls of the hyperon magnet, rather than directly through the 

hyperon channel. The .uona are not a serious proble. for the si11con detectors 

in the apparatus. They are .ost troubleso.e for the large area drift chambers. 

The targets .ust be arranged to satisfy several requ1re..nts for the 

apparatus. It aust be poss1ble to reconstruct the pr1..ry 1nteract10n po1nt 

fast and accurately. We vant to ....ure part1cle l1fet1..s 1n the range fro. 

0.1 to 1.5 ps. Th1s requ1res excellent vertex resolut10n along the beam 

direct10n and low ault1ple Couloab scatter1ng after the decay. MAny of the 

cons1derationa along these lines are spelled out in the £769 proposal. Because 

A-dependence of char. baryon production viII probably st1ll be an 1aportant 

issue for SELEX. ve plan to use d1fferent mater1als 1n the target string. Each 

foil viII be of order 1.. or less in thickness to perait fast reconstruction of 

impact para.eters, as d1scussed 1n the trigger sect10n. We 1ntend to operate 

with up to 5% interaction length total in the target foils. vith up to 10 
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foils, depending on material. Targets will include C, Si, Cu, Ag, and W. 

IV. SPECTROImTER 

SELEX is planned as a multi-stage spectro..ter, expandable to cover 

different physics regi..s as needed. The initial goal is the study of large-

x physics for baryons, as outlined above. Even at this stage, however, it is 

necessary to supply coverage for a great ..ny s ..ll-x particles, since resonant 

states produced in heavy flavor decays ..y give their decay products 

appreciable .a..ntu. into the backward he.isphere. Consequently, SELEX is 

designed with a large-acceptance first stage, very si.ilar to that nov aeen in 

x '" 0 spectro..ters. Thia stage sweeps out ..ny of the prongs fro. the 

underlying event before they enter the trigger region after ...net 2. It also 

picks up de-excitation pions fro. excited baryon or ..son states, so it is 

crucial to the ..jor goal of the experi..nt to have this large acceptance. Of 

course, the heart of the experi..nt is the high resolution hig~..ntu. 

spectro..ter and the s~equent trigger and particle identification ayste... 

It is this part of the apparatus that allove SELEX to be selective, to ai. for 

1011 interactions per run, rather than the 109 li.it nov achieved. We consider 

each part in turn. The spectro..ter layout is given in figure 4. Table II 

shove the nuaber of channels and the sizes for all detector ayste... 

a) be.. ayste. 

The be.. spectro..ter is designed to ..asure the incident be.. trajectory 

to a precision of ~ in x and y, using 2~ pitch silicon strip detectors 

CSSDs). This resolution has been achieved by several gro~ at CERH, using 

conventional electronics and also, in a recent report, using AC-coupled 

readout electronics to reduce the influence of leakage currents on position 

resolution. 18 These syste.. .uat have analog and digital readout. 

The be.. flux through the detectors is high, - 2 !Hz, but well- dispersed. 
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Radiation da.age will not be a problem. Assuming a relatively unifora flux 

distribution in the 0.5 cm2 be.. spot, the lifeti.. of the SSDs should exceed 

four years of operation. The readout electronics must be designed for fast 

charge collection and shaping. Present CERN electronics or LeCroy 

preamplifiers are quite well-suited for this purpose, as are new circuits being 

developed at Fermilab. we expect that the silicon detectors will ..asure the 

incident E- and n fluxes on a particle by particle basis with no pileup 

problem. We intend to veto any events with two be.. particles in the software 

trigger, since it will cause too much confUSion. The muon adaixture in the 

be.. area is too s..ll to cause difficulty. 

The beam particle identification problem is the separation of E- from w-. 

The admixture of other hyperons is too small to be of concern at the large x 

of this beam operation. The r- flux is also nelligible. Consequently, a 

transition radiation detector (TRD) system will work very efficiently to 

separate E/w. The problem is to aake it fast enough. In the design presented 

here by the Leningrad group, the charge collection is done in 100 ns. The 

separation curves for the proposed design are shown in fig. 5 for equal 

fluxes, as is the case here. There will be beam sCintillators for timing and 

beam envelope definition. They are not shown here. 

The other major piece of the be.. system is after the tarlet, viz., the 

interaction silicon wafers. This pair of silicon wafers is desilned to 

provide a fast (50 ns) signal indicating that three (3) or more charged prongs 

traversed them in coincidence with an incoming be .. track. Other experi..nts 

have used these detectors for interaction counters; they work reliably and 

introduce little extra mass. 

b) vertex p1xel detectors 

One of the newly-developed detectors that will be installed in P78t is a 
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silicon pad detector. This device is being tested now by a SLAC/LBL 

collaboration. 14 In our applicatton tt wtll U8e a 30pa x 30pa ptxel pattern in 

a square array of 256 x 256 cells. The 300pa thtck chtp ts Indtu. buap-bonded 

to a second 300~ siltcon wafer contatntng the readout electrontcs. The 

readout is charle-storace, with each cell betne rando.ly addressable. ThU8, 

pattern tnforaatton fro. downstreaa detectors can be U8ed to reduce the nuaber 

of pixels whtch aust be dtlittzed. The readout chip ts avatlable in saall 

quanttttes now. The 30pa ptxel untt has been fabrtcated already tn Ge and 

operated for astrophystcs purposes. 19 A Si version is nov underway. This 

devtce viiI be U8ed for offline analysis to supply data on the nu.ber of 

particles located within one 30pa x 30pa reI ion .near an alleced secondary 

vertex. 

c) vertex silicon strip detectors 

In 1981 detailed explanations of SSDs are no longer needed. In larle 

..asure, the widespread availability of SSDs ts responsible for auch of the 

prolress in char. physics over the put two years. For P181 the new features 

in second generation siltcon applicattons are the attacka on readout costs and 

readout coaplexity aade possible throuch the VLSI Kicroplex approach. In 

present syste.. preaaplifiers are aajor cost ite... The readout costs far 

exceed the cost per channel of the detector itself. Those syste.. using 

analol readout for tncreased spat1al resolution and double-hit detection have 

larle lnvestaents ln FASTBUS or other hilh denstty analol-to-dilital 

converters. For the peat several years work at SLAC, LlL, RAt, !PI/MUnich and 

other laboratories has aiaed at U8ing VLSI technololY to lntelrate 128 preaaps 

onto a stngle readout chip. The .ore aabittOU8 desilns (LlL) even include 

dllitization, ae.ory and editing functtons on the saae chip. VarioU8 chips 

are needed for e+e- phystcs in 1989 and for CDF on the saae ttae scale to 

http:rando.ly
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serve as vertex silicon readouts. The designs were originated for collider 

physics, in which the bunch crossing tiaing is well-known. In P781 we aust 

see if they can be adapted to fixed target work at the rates we need. At 

present there are at leaat two chipa which look p~oaising. The KPI/Hunich 

chip has a SWitched-capacitor memory clocked externally. For a fixed target 

experi.ant, one stopa the clocking for events of interest. In the present 

version (RHOS> this chip is too slow. However, a CBOS version is in 

preparation; that will al.ost certainly be fast enouch to handle the 50 kHz 

interactlon rate in SELEX. The LBL chlp, Vith its increaaed function at 

co~rable coat, is also possible. Its strobe delay of 220 ns askes it 

posslble to strobe lt on the interaction slgnal, a 50 kHz rate. That is fine. 

The reasining uncertalnty is how to aanage the double correlated saapling when 

one does not know the event tiae in advance. Several posslblilties are being 

explored with LBL. To su..arize we believe that the sltuatlon will stabilize 

within the next year and that mlcroplex readout chlpa of sultable speed and 

timing sequence wl11 be available by 1989 for SELEX appllcatlons. 

The sillcon detectors theaaelves are also of a new type. One of the 

proble.. seen in present vertex silicon applications is the .ultiple Couloab 

scattering in the detector eleaents theaaelves. Thls affecta extrapolatlons 

to flnd impact par...ters, for exaaple. It also converts photons in the VSSD, 

maklng extra tracks. Various suppllers are now produc1nc prototypes of double

sided SSDs - detectors in which both sides of the diode detector have readout 

patterns. These detectors, lmpleaented on 200pa Sl, offer greatly reduced 

scatterlng and converslon. In SELEX, going to hlgh .o..ntua reduces the 

scatterlnc problem anyway, but having double-slded detectors opens the very 

crowded vertex region for easier access, better .ounting and surveying, and 

other detectors. Thls step will again improve functlon and lower cost. 
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The detector details given in Table II are quoted for 150 mrad coverage. 

This angular range is wider than required for studYing forward char. 

production. It will encowp..s a large fraction of tva-char. production in the 

forward heaisphere. Because the detectors the..elve. are relatively cheap, we 

have taken the suggestion of the PAC after the Aspen ..eting and have shown 

full angular coverage in the VSSD .yste. fro. the beginning. 

d) slow particle spectro..ter 

After the first weak-field (6Pt =0.3 GeV/c) aagnet K1 t a drift-chaaber 

spectro..ter i. inserted to pick up the slow tracks fro. the backward 

heaisphere of large-x char. particles. As discus.ed in the letter of intent. 

decays via two-body re.onance .~tructure can di.perse decay product. over an 

even larger angular range than is the c..e for phase .pace decays. ~. 

this region is iaportant for decay .ode .tudie.. Thi. i. al.o the region of 

the detector in which de-excitation w* fro. baryon (or ...on) eXCited .tates 

will be detected. This part of the system resemble.' any central-region char. 

spectro..ter now on the floor. 

Because we aust ....ure particle. in the .... ph..e space region .. the 

bea. and because the hyperon be .. i. large. the center. of all drift 

chaabers in this region auat be deadened. We cannot afford to give up this 

forward inforaation. so 5Op. pitch SSDa are .ounted on .keletal fr.... to give 

high-resolution ....ure..nt. in the central 5 X 5 c~. The detector. and 

lightweight .ount. are connected to an external fraae out.ide the active 

region of the drift chaaber.. Only line-driver electronic. i • .ounted on the 

wafer. and signals are sent out over Kapton printed circuits to .ini.ize the 

mass pre.ented to particles going outside the acceptance of the silicon. In 

this way the large-x baryons are ....ured with 15~a accuracy in the silicon. 

while the slower. wider-angle ..sons are ....ured with 1SOpm preCision in the 

http:discus.ed
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drift syste.. The SSDs can handle the be.. rate with no problem. The drift 

chambers see only the much lower Interactlon rate, dispersed over a much 

larger area. The nuaber of readout channels in the system Is glven in Table II. 

e) wlde angle Pb glass array 

One of the goals of this experiment Is to study a co~lete set of baryon 

decay modes, including tho.e with wOs. For backward-he.isphere wO decays the 

photon lab angles go out to 100 .rad. The photon den.ity in the angular range 

30-100 .rad is not too large, based in £653 data for 800 GeV proton 

interactions, < 10 photons/event. A Pb glass array of several hundred blocks 

is well-matched to this proble.. These photons will tend to be soft; Pb glass 

has good low-energy photon efficiency. The .hower sizes Will tend to match Pb 

glass array size.. Pattern recognition is not expected to be severe in a 

plxel syste. wlth low occupancy per cellon the average. Thls array will give 

good reconstructio~ efficiency for Wide-angle wOs and wlll view the target 

through the low-.... drlft chamber active volu.e and the 4% of a radiation 

length of silicon in the VSSD. 

f) fast particle spectrometer 

The particles of chief interest in this experiment are s..ll-angle high 

momentua tracks that traverse the second dipole K2 (Apt = 1 GeV/c) and are 

tracked in a .econd set of drift cha.bers spread over 2 meters. The beam is 

still too Intense for unprotected drift cha.ber operation. The central region 

ls covered by sillcon mosaic detectors of the sort used in £653. This glves 

excellent tracking for the hlghest momentum particles, for whlch drift chamber 

resolution and two-track separation is not good enough. The remalning tracks 

are well-measured 1n the drift system. 

For triggering purposes 8 2 .. spacing PWCs (4 X, 4 Y) are interspersed 1n 

this region. They play a crucial role 1n reconstruct1ng tracks online 1n the 
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trigger processors. These chambers are of conyentional size and construction. 

The beam is dispersed over several wires, so the rate/wire doesn't exceed 500 

kHz. The tracks recognized in the PWC system will be followed into the drift 

cha.oers in offline processing for optimal mass and .o.entua resolution. 

g) electron transition radiation detector 

The idea of triggering on electron Pt as a beauty Signature has been 

aentioned in the introduction. In order to do that, a highly-segaented 

electron detector .uat be used in a relatively low-rate environ.ent. In SELEX 

one can use the proven device built for E715, set downstreaa of the tracking 

region. In this way track segments located in the PWCs can be checked for TRD 

photon clusters along the expected trajectory to flag electrons track by 

track. Electron-hadron rejection is very good (-1000/1 offline with 90% 

electron efficiency). This device gives us the very i.portant handle on 

tagging the semileptonic decays of heavy flavor states. 

. h) ring-imaging cherenkov counter 

The RICH is one of the major systems in SELEX. We rely on good particle 

identification over the whole kinematic range transmitted by K2 (30-600 GeY) 

to look for structure in the different baryon decay .odes and, in some cases, 

to impleaent a flavor-tag 1n the trtgger. The problem for the RICH 1s to 

cover a wide aoaentum range, to have good n/X separation up to 250 GeV/c, and 

to produce enough photoelectrons to have high efficiency. As discussed in the 

letter of intent, the solution we have chosen i8 to use a photo.ultiplier 

matrix. This has the advantage that the quantua efficiency 1s a well-known, 

large nuaber (-17% averaged from 300-550 nm). The output stgnal is easily 

digitized with PWC amplifier-discriminator units to give a pixel-readout and 

is available at trigger-decision time. The only question is how many 

phototubes are needed. 
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For SELEX the angular coverage 1. Uaited by the tranaa1s.ion through If2 

to *20 mrad vertically and *65 mrad horizontally. For a Be radiator, one 

expect. 1.3 photoelectron/a; we have de.1gned a 10a counter to co.penaate the 

pack1ng losses of 80unting 15 .. phototube. with 10.. photocathodes in a 

hexagonal clo.e-packed array. Winaton light cone. allow one to exploit the 

limited angle range to i~rov. photo.tati.tic.. There should be 9 photoel.ctrons 

on average. With a noble g&8 fill, chroaat1c aberration i••aall and 

detector re.olution d.teraine. the ring dia.et.r re.olution and hence the w/X 

.eparation liait. With the•• phototube., the w/X ••paration i. 1.2a 

at 250 GeV/c. 2800 phototube. are r.quir.d. 

1) VEE decay detector. 

In a baryon experiaent AO triggerinc i. an ••••ntial aapect. For the high 

.aent_ AO. in SELEX the opening anel. of the VEE i. a f.v ailliradiana. 

Thus, the angular r.gion cov.r.d by the•• chaaber. i. d.terained chi.fly by 

the angular range of int.rest for the AO. the...lv•• , about 10 arad. Ev.nat 

the .nd of the decay r.lion at 35 aet.r., the chaaber .iz•• are IIOde.t, of 

ord.r 80 ca .quar.. M di.cus.ed in the appendix on trilg.ring, we vill look 

for charg. J..... of two unit. bet....n the c.nter recion of the uplJtr... aeaber 

of a chaaber pair and the full ar.a of the downatr... _lIber. Becaus. the 

mean charged particl. occupancy of thea. cha.ber. i. low aft.r the sweeping of 

the two dipol•• , this chari. JUIIJ) i. a charact.ristic .vent and .hould have 

very little background. AO 8Oaentu. accuracy i. -5% fro. openinc ancl. alone 

1n this .yst... One vanta to do bett.r, .0 ••t d.cays ViII have at l...t one 

particl. 8Oaentu.-analyz.d in !f3, a larg.-apertur. dipole at the .nd of the 

d.cay r.gion. The chuber. in this r.gion are a coabination of a PWC for 

trigg.ring and (X,X',Y,U) drift cha.ber 80dulea for trac:kinc r••olution at 

.ach station. W1r. counts are given 1n Tabl. II. 

http:di.cus.ed
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J) forward Pb glass array 

The need to measure neutrals well has been discussed earlier. For de

excitation wOs fro. baryon (or .eson) excited states, a Lorentz boost of 150

300 can be expected fro. large-x production. This means that the wO decay 

angles will be a few .illiradians for sy..etric decays, tena of .illiradiana 

for asy..etric ones. The downatre.. photon detectors cover the forward 30 

.rad aperture left open in the upstre.. Pb glass detector. Because this 

forward array is 34 meters downatre.. of the target, the blocks can be 

relatively coarse and still subtend a sufficiently s..ll solid angle to have 

low occupancy probability. The Pb glass, mounted in front of the AO analyzing 

magnet, covers the range 7-30 .rad. 

k) liquid argon calorimeter 

The forward region is covered by the E653 liquid argon calorimeter. This 

has the advantage of excellent pattern recolnition capability, tha~ to a 

strip and pad geometry for 2d shower reconatruction. The proble. in the 

forward direction is to separate soft photons fro. excited state transitions 

fro. the diffractive fto decay photona. The tranaition photona will be Lorentz

boosted fro. the range 50-130 !feV to the range 7.5-40 GeV. Sinsle photons in 

this energy range will show up well in the LAC. They will follow the parent 

char. particle's line of flight, so they will be separated fro. the be.. by -6 

cm at the LAC position. This .eans that one can modify the LAC to include a 

be.. hole without giving up a critical relion of photon phase space. Such a 

modification ..y be necessary to handle the hilh be.. rates in SELEX. That is 

a detail. The main point to be made is that this LAC will give excellent 

position information about shower origins at 42 • fro. the target, so the 

angular precision, crucial for wO reconstruction. will be unaatched. Also, 

the lonl lever ar. will help to separate showers in the forward direction and 
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aid in the analysis of .odes with multiple neutrals. Only WO candidates in 

certain regions will be able to balance Pt in the event relative to the 

observed primary and secondary decay vertices. A fine-grained detector helps 

to reduce the ambiguities in such circum.tances. 

1) neutron caloriaeter 

For handling the Cabibbo-suppressed decays of charaed baryons and also 

for identifying E- decays which occur p.rt w.y through the syste., neutron 

detection is a very important eleaent. The existine neutron c.loriaeter from 

E497 is a reasonable match to the SELEX syste.. It covers the central 5 .rad 

cone, a good match for l.rge-x production. The ti.ine si,n.l fro. its 

scintillation counters c.n ,0 to the first-level tri"er as needed. The 

neutron interaction point inforaation fro. the PWC readout will ,ive high 

preciSion neutron angle inforaation, and the calori.ter noraal1zationvUI 

measure the energy to .., 10011JE. At 250 GeV neutron energy, this would be a 

6% energy aeasure_nt. This is good enough to be useful for testilll 

reconstruction hypotheses. 

V. TRIGGERIJIG 


<a) Introduction 


One of the ..Jor advancea needed in pro,resailll to a second- ,eneration 

ch.... experi_nt is the iaplementation of a "ch.na tri"er". We define this as 

a selectlon process which retains a large fraction of ch.r. in .n .rbitrary 

decay .ade while rejectinc non-char. b.ckground inter.ctions at the 100:1 

level. First generation ch.r. experi.nts h.ve used tri"era with enhance.nt 

factors of order 5. To do appreciably better, va IlUBt .i. for .t least a 10

fold iaprove_nt in the trig,ering. 

Complicating any trigger design is the large v.riety of dec.y .odes and 

lifeti_s expected for ch.r. baryon dec.ys. We h.ve concentr.ted on trigger 
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sche~s to work on the hardest proble.. , those of short-lived states like the 

~+. We expect that detecting the longer-11ved states will only be eas1er. For 

SELEX we want to use only software-controlled tr1gger schemes. It may be 

necessary to employ a few different first-level tr1ggerR, as outl1ned below. 

If th1s is the case, then we want to be able to SWitch between them w1thout 

hardware .edification. In order to do a search not only for char.ed particles 

but also to do so.e of the production experi.ents .ent10ned in the 1ntroduction 

- especially searches for exotics -one wants to use the RICH tag online to 

select exotic particle coabinations like double-strange or strange antibaryon 

systems. This requires co.putat10n to pred1ct the Cerenkov ring pos1tion for 

onl1ne co~arison. In SELEX the e~has1s of the tr1gger des1gn 1s to 1ntroduce 

tracking and online co~utation at t~e earliest possible stage and to use the 

minimum possible set of hardware constra1nts. 

(b> Cha~ Triggers 

Among the most difficult problems for charm triggers is the set of low

multiplicity, short-lifetime modes characterisitic of the Ac+' A large 

branching ratio is expected for modes like Ac+~AO+n+. The corresponding Cab1bbo

unfavored mode would be Ac+~+n+. These "kink" lIOdes put the axi.... strain on 

the first-level trigger and so have received special attention. The Ac+ 

l1feti.e is short. Recognizing a "kinkll close to the priaary vertex is even 

harder for it than for a longer-lived state like the 0+. The only trigger that 

we have been able to i...ine that will meet all the deaaDds posed by these 

modes is an 1mpact-par...ter tr1gger. Any heavy-flavor decay has a nonzero 

1~act parameter b, however small 1t may be. Its magn1tude is essentially x

1ndependent. Th1s tr1gger will handle the Ac+ one-prongs With good effic1ency. 

Other lIOdes that we have studied are also tagged well by this sche.e. 

Therefore, we propose 1t here as a general purpose, high sensitivity charm 
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trigger capable of operating over a large range of x. It requires the ability 

to reconstruct "interestinl" tracks in the vertex silicon detectors vith full 

resolution in real tiae, i.e., prior to the next be .. spill. The ability to 

achieve this kind of co~utation speed and preserve full vertex silicon 

resolution (ab=6p.) nov appears to be at hand. This aakes P781 possible. 

The idea of an i~ct paraaeter triller is, of course, not unique to this 

proposal. WA82 at CERN is nov using an i~act paraaeter triller to study 

central production fro. 300 GeV ft and p be.... With a 100pa projected i~ct 

para.eter cut on tracks vith >4 GeV/c aoaentua they achieve a triller reduction 

factor of 40 over pure interactions. Offline, the WA82 silicon vertex detector 

achieves an iapact paraaeter resolution on the priaary vertex of 10pa. Their 

vertex region layout is shown in fil. 6. Char. aeson syste.., of course, 

have lifetiae• .uch longer than expected for soae charaed baryons, e.I., hc• 

and 0co• In order to trigger efficiently on syste.. with lifeti... of 0.1S ps, 

rather than 0.4 ps, it is necessary to i~rove the vertex cut fro. 100pa in 

projection to of order 20pa in space. SELEX intends to do this. It is an 

aabitioUB loal. The discussion in Appendix I outlines the aethod in detail. We 

sumaarize it here. 

The scheme depends on the filtering effects of the two ...nets to select a 

fraction of the tracka fro. the pri..ry interaction to be analyzed for chara. 

There are four levels: 

f..t scintillator selection; 

dovnstre.. track selaent reconstruction; 

upstre.. track selaent and vertex identification; 

full 3d reconstruction of these tracka to co~e i~act paraaeter. 

The first level uses the char. enrichaent of the set of positive tracka 

fro. a negative incident be.. to suppress non-char. interactions. Level 2 
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reconstructs tracks to allow prOjection downatre.. into the RICH and upetreaa 

1nto the vertex s1l1con detectors(YSSD). Level 3 tracks the saall angle, high 

.a..ntua tracks wh1ch have a good chance of co~ng fro. a large-x charm decay 

to a priaary interactlon ln one target foll, US1ng be.. 1nforaation. Level 4 

then coaputes the lnteractlon point and tests each of the tracks for an lapact 

paraaeter of at leaat 2.5 standard deviatlons. We expect to galn a factor of 

20 ln non-~hara background suppress10n with thls real-tl.. co~ation with an 

efflclency of 0.4-0.8 for char. events. As the efflclencles presented later 

indlcate, this see.. to be posslble. The trlgger 10glc .ust contaln a nuaber 

of powerful coaputlng englnes, of order 100 ACP aodules of the present 

generation. A posslble data acquisltlon arch1tecture for P781 1s belng 

studied uslng a new set of processors just now appearing in the aarket. Thls 

would be aore coapact but functlonally equlvalent to an ACP fara. We will use 

thls newer approach lf lt ls ready, because lt ls aore cost-effective. 

However, elther sche.. approaches the proble. ln the saae way - add enouch 

nodes to be able to feed one event to a 11ven processor and let lt coapute the 

necessary event paraaeters to reject or accept that event. As long aa there ls 

enouch space ln event _aorles to hold an entlre spl11's worth of data, then 

one haa SO second8 to process the events and wrlte the. to tape. In our case, 

the decls10n tl_ on a VAX 8600, uslng a strallhtforvard al,oritha to 

reconstruct and reject real data fro. 800 GeV p-Carbon 1nteract10ns wlth 11 

tracks per 1nteractlon (averace), 1s <5 ../event. The lnput event rate ls 10 

kHz, or 2 x 105 events to process. With 501 bus efficiency and 20 860o-scale 

processors (.12:0 ACPs) we need SO seconds to handle the data. We are confldent 

that the alloritha can be aade s11nlflcantly faster. We are also sure that the 

coaputlng require_nts wll1 Irowaore coaplex, to cancel any lalns. However, 

the po1nt to be made here ls that the Bcale of coaputlng needed to laple..nt 
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the impact paraaeter computation for the charm-enriched set of tracks 

downstream of the second magnet can be ..naged with 1987 technology at 

reasonable cost. This approach is practical. 

The steps in the trigger are detailed in Appendix I. The scintillator

based first stage uses the fact that the char. baryon states of interest have 

charges which differ from the be.. charge by one, two, or three units. 

Therefore, for large-x production one can expect to see .re fast "wrong-sign" 

particles from charm events than one would from noraal interactions. Moreover, 

because the Cabibbo-favored decays involve a c ~ s quark transition. there 

should be strange particles in the final state. Thus. we e-.phasize a fast VEE 

trigger and a trigger selecting two fast positive tracks from the [- beaa. 

This selection is i~sed by a trigger matrix after the second ...net, set to 

accept tracks with slopes corresponding to high lIO_ntu. pos1t1ves. The VEE 

decay space is a 26 m drift region after th1s magnet. in which one looks for 

charge Ju.pa of 2 with1n a 10 .rad cone angle. Any fast hOs from char. baryon 

decays ViII be w1thin this cone, but .st of the forward charged secondaries 

will have been swept out of it. Details are again in the append1x. 

In order to find evidence of char. decays we must reconstruct the pri..ry 

interact10n vertex to good accuracy and link tracks to it. To do th1s for 

every track in the pri..ry event 1s too coaputat10n intens1ve. Because we 

emphasize large-x events, the tracking is done only for those tracks which go 

through the second ...net. This is a chara-rich sample. and in every good 

event one or IIOre of these tracks should have a nonzero i-.pact parameter. The 

first step in f1nding thea is to reconstruct the dovnstreaa seg_nts. These 

straight lines are found in sets of four 2.. PWCs for X and Y tracking after 

magnet 2. The hits in these chambers are fed to the processors froa the event 

mellOries as soon as a processor is free. The coaputer finds track seg_nts 
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w1th 3 or 4 h1ts and checks to aake sure that there are two "wrong s1gn" fast 

tracks, or one wrong s1gn track 1f there 1s a VEE. Thls rejects those forward 

d1ffractlve clusters that look 11ke wrong s1gn events to the aatr1x and galns a 

factor of 2 In background suppress10n. 

At the next level the downatre.. slope and pos1tlon are u.ed to create 

"roads" 1n wh1ch to search for tracks In the vertex s1l1con detectors. Instead 

of hav1ng to run a general track1ng algorlthll a.ong the aany hlts In these 

planes, we only search along a narrow (* 1 ..) path at a speclfic angle <* 1.S 

arad) based on downatre .. tracking predictlons. Th1s part 1s very fast and 

accurate. It f1nds not only the predicted track but several priaary tracks as 

well in thls search. These tracks are cOllpared to the be.. track to establish 

1n whlch target foil the priaary interaction took place. When th1s is known, 

the illPact par_ters of all tracks found in the vertex detector are cOlIPuted 

with respect to the be.. track at the center of the target fo11. 

F1nally, 1n level 4 a 3d f1t to each track is done, a full vertex 

reconstruction aade to find the actual position of the vertex, and the prec1se 

illPact par...ter of each 3d track cOlIPuted. If we can ach1eve the Intended ap. 

resolution, then a 20pa cut should reject 95% of the non-chana events. At this 

point the rate is 250 Ifz, and we can write all reuini.. data to tape. 

(c) Evaluation of the Trigger 

In order to see the effects of these trigger stages on the var10u. char.ed 

baryons of interest in this experi..nt, we have i.posed the trigger aatrix on 

the outgolng trajector1es In the experi..nt. We had already s.en that the 

apertures in the exper1..nt were large enough to give extre..ly high geo..tr1c 

eff1ciency over a wide x range (0.1-1.0), When a tr1gger aatriX is i.posed, it 

will li.it the detection effic1ency If a g1ven decay .ade has a .a..ntu. 

distribut10n which d1ffers sign1ficantly fro. that which dete~ines the aatr1x. 
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Wh1le th1s matr1x 1s loaded by software and could be mod1f1ed for d1fferent 

conf1gurat10ns, 1t would run counter to the ph1losophy of SELEX to be forced to 

change the matr1x for every different decay .ode of 1nterest. Fortunately, 

this 1s not the case. F1gure 1 shows the geo.etr1c acceptance and the matr1x 

trigger eff1ciency versus x for several all-charged .odes. 

The cases we have stud1ed 1n deta1l are those wh1ch should put the BOst 

var1ed requ1re.ents on the matr1x: he+ ~ hO~+ ; he+ ~ pX-~+ ; 9c+ ~ h°X-~+~+ 

and Oc° ~ S-,,+X-,,+. The triggers for level 1 are e1ther "2 fast" or "1 fast + 

VEE". For the hO~+ decays in part1cular, the two tr1ggers are coaple.entary 1n 

the1r x-dependence. The tr1ggers were ex..ined over the x range of 0.1-0.1, 

1.e., from very central to very leading. The eff1c1ency var1es BBOothly over 

the range. In the central region where the cross section is largest, the 

eff1c1enc1es are st1ll of order 10% or better. Tr1gger d1fferences between 

states with or without an add1tional ~o are never very large, 1ndicating that 

the matrix as 1aplemented is not clipp1ng very hard on the char. trajectories 

for x > 0.3. The efficiencies as quoted in Table III are quite respectable. 

This 4 level trigger sequence achieves the desired rate reduction fro. 50 kHz 

to 250 Hz in a way which retains a1.ost every char. decay .ode that we can 

imagine. For baryon states not mentioned explicitly, note that Sc0 decays will 

be 9 rich, so that the "1 fast + VEE" tr1gger will be effective. For Cco 

decays, there will be ..ny Es, As, and X-s, susgesting the "1 fast + VEE + 1(-" 

level 3 trigger. The iapact para.eter is s..ll for the short-lived states like 

Oc 0 and he +, but the VSSD resolution is very good. Having the be.. with its 

large spatial size and broad angular spread traversing all the silicon 

detectors in the experi.ent gives us invaluable a1ign.ent infor..tion at any 

time we want it. Therefore, we have the capability to maintain the apparatus 

align.ent to the 1~ accuracy that is needed in order to do this kind of impact 
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para.eter tr1gger. 

TABLE III 

React10n Tr1gger Katr1x eff1c1ency at f1xed x 

x= 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.1 

l\c+ ... Ao,,+ 2 fast .24 .43 .36 .28 

1 fast + VEE .00 .21 .38 .50 

l\c+ ... Ao"+,,o 2 fast .20 .43 .34 .28 

1 fast + VEE .00 .16 .34 .46 

l\c+ ... pJl,,+ 2 fast .05 .60 .81 ·.88 

pJl"+,,o 2 fast .00 .29 .51 .69 

Be+ ... AOJl,,+,,+ 2 fast .12 .68 .11 .13 

1 fast + VEE .01 .20 .32 .41 t 

c+ 
""C 

... AOJl"+,,+,,o 2 fast .10 .62 .68 .13 

1 fast + VEE .00 .11 .29 .33 t 

Oc 0 ... tr,,+r,,+ 2 fast .10 .46 .57 .64 

t These two tr1ggers are not l1nearly independent, so the su. of € 

may exceed 1 for ac+ decays. 

VI. RATES AND YIB! OS 

The be.. fluxes discussed 1n section III and the trilgering efficiencies 

presented 1n section V allow us to co~ute the y1eld for the experi..nt 1f we 

know the chara cross sect10ns. We don't. However, the body of data now 1n 

hand pera1ts so.. reasonable est1...tes to be ...de. £743 reports that the 

char.ed ..son cross sect10n for 800 GeV pp col11sions is -60 ub. 20 Using a very 

different techn1que, £400 reports that for 600 GeV nA col11s10BS, the cross 

section per nucleon for Ai dependence of chara ..son production i8 -300 
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~ b/nucleon. 3 This gives a range within which to make estimates. Charm baryon 

production fro. baryon be... is likely to be sasller, although.coaparable, 

cross section. E400 estimates a SO~s/nucleon cross section for Bc+ 

production. 3 WA62 ..asured a cross section (At extrapolation) of 0.5 ~b Inucleon 

for x > 0.6 at 135 GeV/c in the one decay mode that they observed. 4 For the 

weights given in table I fro. equation (2) below, that iaplies a total cross 

section of 70 ~b/nucleon if the branching ratio into thi8 .ode i8 5%. 

In order to co.pute rates for SELEX from the8e range8 of cross section 

values, one .ust also Bake so.. statement about the x dependence. This is 

still an open question that Will, in all probability, be clarified 

substantially by E769 results within the next year. However, there is 

substantial evidence for a two-co.ponent x distribution for heavy flavor 

production, both fro...sons and fro. nucleon8. 21 In aaking rate estimates 

here, we have assu.ed an x distribution suggested by NA27 analyses of hadron 

production in 400 GeV pp collisions: 22 

d3a(2) C[(1-x)4 + 0.S(1-x)2]Ed3p • 

This form gives a central part and a leading part to production, with a 

slope break at x =0.3. To estimate rates in this experi..nt we have used th1s 

for. to weight the efficiencies for the different modes presented in section V. 

The results ate shown in Table IV. Because trigger efficiencies are already 

included, only reconstruction losses will reduce the nu.ber of events indicated 

here. For short-lived states like Ac+ and Qc0 thi8 may be as low as 40% due 

to impact par..eter cuts. For long-lived states it will be - 80%. 
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We assume the following running eff1c1enc1es: 

16 week run 

7S hours per week 

60 pulses per hour 

20% deadti.. and 20 second sp1ll 

AO.67 dependence (no enhance ..nt) of heavy flavor production 

Th1s leads to a data set of 6 x 1010 1nteract10ns per runn1ng per10d. In 

order to convert th1s to y1eld of chara states, one must use the x-averaged 

eff1c1ency and est1aate char. cross sect10ns and branching rat10s. Table IV 

gives those results for the char. x distr1but10n 1ndicated earlier and for the 

cross sect10ns and branch1ng rat10 ..su.ptions shown there. 

TABLE IV 


React10n average assu.ed nuaber of triggers 


. acceptance BR a 


l\c+ ... 1\0,,+ 0.28 .10 20 JI,b O.S x 106 


pIC7I+ 0.30 .OS 0.2S x 106 


Sc+ ... I\Or7l+1f+ 0.28 .OS 20 0.2S X 106 


Oc 0 ... a-71+r7l+ 0.26 .10 S 0.1 X 106 


Fro. the yields indicated here. 1t is clear that this apparatus ViII be a 

r1ch source of chana physics. If one were extre.ely pessi.tstic and argued 

that there is no leading tera, then for pure (1-X)4 behavior of da/dx, 16% of 

the cross sect10n lies forward of x=0.2. Typical decay .odes in SELEX would 

have 30% detection efficiency, so the yield would still be 80,000 events per 

run for a state with a'B =O.S ~b. If we were to discover that this cond1t1on 

were true, then the trigger condit10ns and the Cerenkov tags could be adjusted 

to 1ncrease the average effic1ency by another factor of S 1n the next running 

per1od. Therefore, the performance of this systea is fleXible enough to handle 
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a wide set of possible physics conditions for char. baryon production. 

For beauty production we emphasize here the capabilitie, for studYing 

seaileptonic decays. While this mode suffers from the quadratic aabiguity of 

the neutrino, it is likely to have fever particle8 produced and fever overall 

neutrals produced than the hadronic .ade8. A180, its large branching ratio 

makes it acces8ible to experi~nts with interaction rates of 10' Hz. As 

mentioned ~n 8ection V, the level 3 trigger can identify electron candidates in 

the TRD and aeasure the1r Pt. Thi8 8election proce88 can greatly enhance B 

physic8, as i8 well known. There i8 very little contaaination to the B trigger 

signal for electron tracks with Pt } 0.6 GeV/c. The B efficiency with this cut 

ranges fro. .22-.56 as x increase8. The i88ue for SELEX i8 the 8ize of the B 

cr088 8ection. Bjorken has sugge8ted that the B cr08S section h.. leading 

behavior like char., but with the leading contribution 8caled by the ratio of 

quark "'8es. With this form and as8ua1ng 10 nb/nucleon beauty production 

cr088 section and a 12% 8e.ileptonic branching ratiO, we expect 120 triggeredN 

beauty events per running period. Because theBe all have the electron fully 

reconatructed in the VSSD in the trigger level, coaplete with iapact para.eter 

and Pt cut, they should be essentially background-free. This event 8.-ple 

will suffice to establish the level of B production fro. hyperona and should 

say soaething about baryon versus aeson contributiona and x dependence. If the' 

yield i8 lar,e enough to warrant further eaph..is, ve note that the hyperon 

beam inten8ity can be increased by a factor of S or BO; we are nowhere near the 

intenaity li.it on the P Center target. In a dedicated run, the trigger can be 

tuned to electrons, so the extra rate can be handled by li.iting the trigger 

scheme. This rate increase won't endanger the silicon electronic. or cause 

undue radiation daaage, since the bea. area is large. Thus, there i. a 

reasonable expectation that SELEX can also .ake a useful contribution to B 
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physics early 1n 1ts operation. 

VII. DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEK 

The tr1gger d1scussion has already alluded to the data acquisition 

structure: data buffer ...aries for each readout syate., followed by extensive 

comput1ng power to filter events by a factor of 40 after the first level 

SCintillator trigger. Th1s is outlined in fig. 9. We hope to profit from 

current activity of the Fer.ilab electronics group, based on work already 1n 

progress under the DAWG program. Their proposals are well-aatched to our 

needs. We strongly support this line of develo~nt. 

The data rates in this apparatus are significant. The average size of 10 

kbyte/event is .adest. The interaction rate of 50 kHz is modest. However. 

since 20% of this sa~le .ust be carried along through the co~utational 

tr1gger level, the event buffer must be large - 2 Gbyte. Half of th1s data 

storage could be in the event processors, the rest in the local ...aries. The 

bus rates are also. large; we challenge FASTBUS. In order to aake the tr1gger 

decision we must process 1.2 kb/event. This presents an average data transfer 

rate of 1.2 Kbyte/sec to the front end bus if one leaves the re..1ning 90% of 

the data 1n the event buffers unt1l events are selected for transfer to tape. 

Such a system can be built if expanded buffer ...arr .adules (132 Kbyte) are 

built. The system output i. 250 10-kbyte event. per second during the 20 

second spill, or 5000 event. totalling 50 Kbytes. If this is written over the 

whole spill, then the transfer rate 1s 1 Kbyte/.ec. The new VHS video tape 

recording systems fro. 3M and Honeywell have data rate. of 3-4 Kbyte/sec and 

storage capacities of 5 Gbyte/tape. While these are brand- new technologies, 

they are on the market today. In 1989 the re11abi11ty inforaation on these 

systems will be greatly 1mproved. One can decide if this attractive scheme 

v1ll really work or if one must resort to multiple output ..dia. These data 

http:Kbyte/.ec
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rates with multiple 200 kbyte/sec VHS recording syste.. are now being used at 

Los Alamos. 

The monitor computer does not have to be nearly as sophisticated as the 

data acquisition processors. We expect that VAXONLIHE will be fine. It can 

sample events fro. the queue going off to tape. The primary monitoring problem 

will be to ensure the align.ent accuracy. If we are going to make tight online 

cuts on 1.pact para.eter, then we BUSt exploit the large size and angular 

divergence of the hyperon be .. to maintain a ongoing check of all silicon 

alignments. 

V I I I. SCHEDULE 

There is coapetit1on for this physics fro. proposal P233 at CERN. The 

group from WA62 plus the OBega spectro.eter group now doing WA82 have proposed 

to build a 300 GeV hyperon be .. to work in OBega. While the flux for that beam 

is roughly a factor of 20 below what one can achieve in the Ferailab beam, the 

spectro.eter is a well-established tool with a significant body of software for 

extracting physics rapidly. In order to be coapetitive, P181 cannot give them 

a significant head start, even though the advantageous duty factor and higher 

beam energy available at Ferallab give us an intriruric advantAle. Another CERN 

group has submitted a letter of intent to uPirade the NA14 tAlged photon 

apparatus to make a high rate hyperon facility. Again, the time scale is 1990. 

Therefore, we .ust be ready to have a first run in the 1990 fixed target 

period. This will be an all-charged mode run, to establish cross section 

levels and verify the triggering scheme. As such it will emphasize the 

reactions listed in the rate tables. In the following running period. we would 

expect to develop the apparatus fully and work on modes including wOs. 
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IX. COSTS 

The cost estimate given in the letter of intent for SELEX was $4K. This 

estimate still holds, as outlined below. The nuaber of different detector 

elements is given in Table II. To convert this to costs, we have use the 

following scalings: 

silicon detector planes, PWC planes, drift planes $SK/plane 

silicon analog readout $SO/channel 

silicon digital readout (Kicroplex) $ 3/channel 

PWC readout $10/channel 

drift readout $i00/channel 

we have asau.ed that the TRD syste.. , the dovnstreaa silicon detectors 

covering the deadened region of chaabers, the Pb glass, the LAC, and the 

neutron calori..ter all exist. Hew construction costs (upstreaa silicon, drift 

chaabers, PWCs) total $2.0K. The data acquisition sytem (fast processors, 

event ...ary, 12 FASTBUS crates and supplies), and VHS tape system and host 

computer totals $1K. This is the new capital required. PREP electronics needs 

for fast logic and FASTBUS analog readouts have not yet been included. The 

value of reclai..d equip.ent is roughly $iK, to give the $4K total. 

APPENDIX I 

Triggerinc is the key to achieving the charm event rates sought in this 

experi..nt. Because we do not want to bias ourselves toward anyone particular 

decay .ade, we have decided to emphasize an impact paraaeter trigger. This 

necessarily iaplies a lot of co~utat10n. In order to reduce the load on the 

processors as much as poSSible, one would like to use all possible event 

characterist1cs to reject background at the earliest possible stage. In SELEX 

the plan is to use four levels of trigger1ng. These are described in detail 
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below. 

(i) Level 1 Trigger 

In this proposal the expected interaction rate is 50kHz. We hope to write 

events to tape at 250 Hz. The only problem to be solved is how to achieve a 

factor of 200 reduction in trigger rate without losins any charm events. In 

the first level, a fast tr1gger dec1sion is made to indicate the following 

conditions: 

valid beam • interaction • high mo.entua 

The beam composition and rates were discussed earlier. Valid be.. will 

involve the be.. sCintillators, the be.. TRDs, and signals fro. the be.. SSDs. 

The scintillators and silicon amplifiers will operate at 2 KHz, Since the w 

contaaination will count in them as well. The be .. TRD signals are available 

within 100ns to validate the bea. particle as a ~. S11icon wafer 1nteraction 

counters will select interact10n events on a bea. particle by bea. part1cle 

basis at a 50kHz r.ate. Be.. deadtille 1s needed only for the decision ttlle of 

the interaction counter (SOns). The deadtille should be < 10%. After each 

interact10n, an additional SOns deadtille is requ1red to decide if the be.. 

particle was a r-, using the beam TRD. This adds neg11ble deadtille. The final 

requirement for "high .lIentalt is imposed by scintillator hodoscopes 

downstream of the second bending magnet. Three banks of 1cm strips are used to 

select positive, stiff tracks from the negat1ve incident be... After these 

three banks there 1s a 26. long decay space in which AO~pn- decays are selected 

in a 10 mrad cone around the incident hyperon beam direction. The "high 

mollenta" requirement is: 

2 	fast posit1ve tracks 


OR 


1 fast pos1t1ve track • VEE trigger 
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These conditions give good triggering efficiency on all the char.ed baryon 

decay modes that we have considered, with one caveat to be discussed later. In 

fig. 7 one sees the effect of this type of trigger selection on the apparatus 

acceptance for several specific decay .odes of interest. These decay .odes 

involve a variety of final state particles. The uniforaly high acceptance 

indicates that this type of selection will select large x production of charaed 

baryons in many different .odes. 

In order to establish exactly how effective this enhance..nt will be, we 

have studied the effects of this aatrix cut on p-Carbon interactiOns at 800 GeV 

taken in the £653 apparatus. These data should have distributiOns sillilar to 

~ Carbon interactions, according to the additive quark .adel. The s-quark 

contribution will be lower than the u-quark contribution in proton 

interactiOns, so the hyperon multiplicities aay be slightly lower than those 

shown here. To,estiaate the effects of these aatrix cuts, we show in fig. 8 

the nu.ber and multiplicity distributions in p-Carbon interactions before and 

after the aatrix cut. All you see, illpOsing a "2 fut wrong-sign tracks" 

selection reduces the raw interaction rate by a factor of S. This figure also 

shon the reduction in track density aade by illpOsing the "high .a_nt~" and 

"wrong-sign" criterion in the tracking. The _an track density fro. fig. 8(a) 

to fig. 8(c) goes down by al.ast a factor of 3. 

The ito bacqround in the "high .a..nt~" selection can also be estiaated 

fro. these data plus inforaation fro. WA62 about the inclusive cro•• section 

for ~ + Be + ito + anything. Fro. WA62 data at 13S GeV/c, the probability per 

interaction of producing a forward ito is 3% for x bins of 0.3-0.S and 0.5-0.7 

and 4% for x>0.7. 24 This background can trigger in two vays. Upstreaa ito 

decays can conspire with background to give "2 fast" aatches in the aatrix. 

Dovnstreaa decays will give a VEE trigger to co-.bine with a "1 fut" Signal 
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from the matrix. To estimate the suppression of this background by the trigger 

matrix, we have added a AO~- decay to the p-Carbon events and reanalyzed them 

with the trigger require.ent that there be 1 wrong-sign faat track in the 

matrix and a downatreaa VEE. decay to aee what fraction of this 10% survive the 

aelection criterion. 

For a decay region fro. 8-34 meters, the fraction of AO which decay is 

about 50% for all x fro. 0.3-1.0. The downstreaa VEE requireaent is based on a 

multiplicity-jump trigger in the forward 10 arad cone after 8 aeters. In 

studying the p-Carbon interaction data, we found that less than half of all 

interactions satisfy the "1 fast wrong-stgn" trigger requireaent of the aatrix. 

For those interactions which do, the _an charged .ultiplicity within a 10 arad 

cone at 8. is only 0.8 particles per interaction, with an angular spread of 30 

.rad or leas. As one .oves further downstreaa, even fewer charged particles 

remain in the 10 arad cone that contains high .oaentua AO. Therefore, a VEE 

trigger can be aade by deaanding a multiplicity jump of 2 units between two 

detectors. The upatreaa active region subtenda 10 .rad. The detector 

downstreaa covers a region the size of the upatreaa area plus an extra annulus 

needed to cover the angular dispersion of the charged background tracka. The 

chance of fake multiplicity jump triggers, baaed on these data, is 3%. Good AO 

decays can be lost due to charge ju.pa of less than 2 if background particles 

leave the sensitive area. For the data studied this loss is < 2%. The result 

of these studies is that 16% of the AO inclusive events will sattsfy the "high 

.oaentum" trigger. Thus, the total level 1 trigger rate is expected to be 22% 

of the E- interaction rate, or 11 kHz. 

This discussion of "level 1" triggering has not yet dealt with two other 

important decay .odea of charaed baryons: se.ileptonic .odes and .odes with 

neutrons. The se.ielectronic modes will be triggered by the electron TRD in 
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level 3. A decay like I\c.+...I\oe+u will trigger either as "2 fast wrong sign" or 

"1 fast wrong sign + VEE" for 1\0 decays upstreaa of the matrix or after the 

matrix selection. In e1ther case the sCint1llator tr1gger will have selected 

the candidate. Later processing will check track seg.ents in the TRD for 

electron candidates. Thus, se.ilepton1c decayw are included properly in the 

trigger. 

The neutron decay modes are a different proble.. The Cabibbo-unfavored 

analog of the decay 1\c.+"'AOn+ is I\c.+...nn+. This will not be selected by the level 

1 logic as outlined, although the analogous mode Ac+~On+ will be. In order to 

p1ck up these neutron modes, one must add another branch to ,the flhigh ao.entUJI" 

selection, viz., "single fast wrong sign • neutron". The forward neutron 

calor1.eter covers the necessary solid angle and is fast enough to do this job. 

Fro. £115 data, one knove that at 300 GeV the neutron calor1.eter counting rate 

per incident r- is very low. essentially that from r- decay, when there is 

no target. The rate of 1nelastic neutron production at large x from 1ncident 

E- is not known. so we cannot estimate this particular tac's sensitivity. In 

non-kink aodes, e.g., Ac++pft+w- , the level 1 trigger works perfectly well for 

the Cabibbo-unfavored aodes. 

We conclude that this level 1 trigger sche.. will give roughly a factor of 

5 rate suppression of the raw interaction w1thout any significant loss of charm 

events 1n any decay aode. The purpose of "level 1" selection is to reduce the 

raw 1nteract10n rate to a level that will permit us to reconstruct all the 

tracks downatreaa of K2 with a set of very fast processors operating in 

parallel. Once a track seg.ent is reconstructed. 1ts ao..ntUJI can be estimated 

rather accurately from a simple algorit~. The initial matrix 

tr1gger selection can be reinforced by the more accurate ao.entUJI select10n 

from tracking. We find that half of the p-Carbon events that trigger the 
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aatrix are fro. high-_aentua "right-sign" track pairs that satisfy the aatr1x 

conditions. The .icroproces.or tracking will give a quick additional rejection 

factor of 2 in the syste. to be described below as level 2. 

(ii) Level 2 Trigger 

One of the tenet. of the SELEX design is the use of large-x production to 

reduce the coaplexity of triggering on chara decays. The level 1 trigger 

employs event characteristic. in the .cintillator trigger. Hext, we would like 

to aake a fa.t reconstruction of tracks that aeet the.e trigger requireaents. 

Thi. is done by fast digital proce••or. in "level 2". 

In level 2 the ai. i. to isolate event. in which there are "interesting" 

track candidates - one. which ..y have coae fro. a heavy flavor decay. 

Inforaation for tracking i. provided by a .et of x- and y-PWC. interleaved with 

the drift chaaber. after K2. The.e chaaber. cover the .olid ancle defined by 

the aatrix .cintillator., approxiaately 0.5. Wide x 0.3a high. W1re .pacing is 

2... With standard readout electronics of the .ort that already exi.t. for 

E761 one can do cluster- finding and locate hit. in the.e chaaber. to the 

neare.t .illiaeter. The hit. are latched by a valid trigger fro. level 1 and 

IIOved through the event ae_ry into the next available proce••or to be 

reconstructed. 

The n\Jaber of "wrong-.ign tracks" expected in thi. region i. very _dest 

4-5 per interaction. The overall n\Jaber of tracks aay vary up to 15 or so, but 

aany of tho.e are too .low to be intere.ting. If one reconstruct. the slope 

and intercept of a track at the bend plane of aagnet K2, then it i. an easy 

coaputation to obtain the upatreaa slope and po.ition at the last VSSD plane, 

the _aentua, and the predicted po.ition of the Cereokov rinc for w, I, or p 

.... assignments. 
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Thus, level 2 tracking downstream of K2 allows us to: 

a) filter the level 1 tr1gger and reject another 50% of the 

background; 

b) 	 project tracks downstre.. into the RICH and predict the photon 


hit pattern in the RICH photoaultiplier aatrix, for online 


particle identification in the level 3 triller; 


c) 	 project tracks upstreaa to predict slopes and positions in the 


vertex silicon detectors to belin i~act paraaeter 


calculations for the level 3 triller. 


Hov veIl does all this work? This alloritha vas applied to data fro. 800 

GeV p-Carbon interactions vhich survived the aatrix selection in the level 1 

triller. The relevant characteristics of these events are shown in fil. 8. 

The mean .ultiplic1ty in *120 arad in the vertex relion 1s 11 * 5 tracks. 

After K2 the mean aultiplicity is 6.3 * 2.3. Of these, 4.3 * 1.5 fall in the 

trackiRl vindov and are reconstructed by the alloritha. This refineaent of the 

track set is made chiefly by illposiRl the "vronl-silntl requireaent in the 

trackiRl allorith.. These are the track candidates .ost likely to have coae 

from charm decays. Also shown in fil. 10 are the alloritha stat1stics 

shoviRl the nuaber of selaents found co~ared vith the nuaber of real tracks to 

be found. These data assume 98% per plane chamber efficiency for sincle-w1re 

countinl rates in the be.. relion of SOO kHz or less. Fro. previous experience 

vith chaabers of this size in this kind of environaent~ we should be able to do 

at least this veIl. 

(iii) Level 3 Triller 

In order to co.pute the impact parameter of each dovnstre.. track vith full 

vertex detector resolution, one must do a co~lete track reconstruction in the 

silicon detectors. While this 1s 1n principle time-consua1nl for the usual 11 
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tracks/1nteract10n, ve have pred1cted the slope and 1ntercept po1nt of the 

downstream tracks at the last s111con plane 1n level 2. Th1s reduces the scope 

of the track1ng proble. 1..ensely and makes the calculat10n of the i~ct 

parameter for each downstreaa track segment a tractable on11ne comput1ng 

proble•• 

Of course, the downstrea. 1nforaat10n 1s helpful only 1f the extrapolat10n 

1s good. 10 study that, we have taken the p-Carbon track seg.ants found by the 

level 2 tr1gger co~utation and projected thea back upatre... The resolut10n 

1s 11a1ted by the approxiaation of si~le bend planes for the two -.gnets and 

by the resolut10n of the chaabers. All the tracks in which we are interested 

are saall angle, h1gh ao.antua tracks. They tend to go through the central 

field region and have ainiaal fringe field vertical bending. Therefore, for 

this set of tracks the siaple bend plane approxiaation is good to at least 1%. 

Since we are after 51 effects. this is not the liaiting effect; resolution is 

deterained by PWC wire spacing. 

The match between predicted track poSition and slope is good to *1 .. and 

*1.5 .rad for tracks at angles less than 10 .rad froa the be.. direction and *2 

_ and *2 arad for tracks out to 30 arad. It takes 2 _ of 8600 ti.a to find 

not only the upstre.. aatches to the downstre......ants but also to pick up, 

on the averace , another 4 tracks which fall in the *1 _ window around the 

expected upatre.. track position. These tracks are reconstructed With the full 

resolution of the vertex silicon detector, i.e., ~ iapact para.eter resolution 

and 20 ~arad angular resolution. 

The next stage of the level 3 computation entails figuring which target 

foil vas struck, so that the 1mpact parameter can be estiaated using the center 

of that target foil. Taking a 1 .. max1mum target thickness, we obtain impact 

parameter resolution of ab = te/2 for f01l thickness t, track angle e. For a 
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typ1cal char. track e =5 .rad, so 6b =*2.S~.. The 1apact para.eter 

uncerta1nty 1s 1nfluenced alaost equally by the be.. resolut10n (3 ~), the 

upstreaa plane's spat1al re80lution (3 ~), and the tarlet thickne88 effect (N3 

~.). Thus, &b < 6~., wh11e the total iapact para.eter b> 20~. in 60% of hc• 

decays. Th1s is the bas18 for the triller. 

Fro. the study of p-Carbon events one 8ees that 1n all the trillers that 

surv1ve the level 2 ao.ntua cut there 1s at leut one reconstructed track w1th 

an angle of > 3 .rad. This angle 1s larle enouch that even 1ncluding track 

error8, the intersect10n of this one track with the be.. trajectory deteraines 

unaab1lUO .... ly 1n which tarlet fo11 the interaction took place. In the case of 

kink decays, there £!!l be cues in which the chara secondary and the one 

reconstructed priaary track point to different be.. fOils. This is not a 

proble.. Such cases autoaatically live an 1apact par_ter to one or the other 

track and will be passed on to the next proce8sing stage for full 

reconstruction in the vertex SSDs. The rate of such event8 i8 a fraction of 

the charm rate, so the load on the processing syste. i8 .iniaal. The 

distribution of upstre.. track angles for recon.tructed level 2 track8 i8 also 

shown 1n fil. 10(c). 

The ai.. of level 3 triller1ng are: 

a) reconstruct the ~tre.. track sel_nts correapondins to the 

track8 found in the downstrea PK:8 in level 2; 

b) locate the tarlet foil in which the priaary interaction took 

place, USing the be.. track and these recon.tructed VSSD 

tracks. In cue of aabiluity, pass the candidate along to 

level .... 
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(tv) level 3a 

The discussion so far has been aimed at tr1ggers for general heavy flavor 

decays. There is other phys1cs for wh1ch SELEX 1s appropr1ate. In the letter 

of intent we observed that the exot1c U meson suggested by the WA62 data should 

be verified. This meson will not exh1b1t a nonzero i~act parameter, s1nce 1t 

decays strongly. However, it has a character1st1c part1cle co~s1t10n wh1ch 

allows for a RICH tr1gger. One can use the track seg..nts found 1n level 2 to 

po1nt 1nto the RICH and pred1ct the r1ng rad11 fro. lookup tables for n, K, or 

p asss assignments. The lookup table would def1ne wh1ch p1xels 1n the RICH 

should be 11t for any of the three poss1b111t1es, and a s1~le 1nteger match1ng 

routine would suff1ce to g1ve a tr1gger-level ...s tag to each part1cle. In 

th1s case, level 4a would tr1gger on "quantua nUllber tags" - double strange 

mesons, strange wrong-charge baryons, etc. The U ..son tag 1n WA62 was A0P+X, 

for example. For stud1es of h1gh mass D states, double strangeness tags may be 

helpful, or AO~ states are 1nterest1ng. Th1s k1nd of select10n 1s easy to 

implement with our tr1gger scheme; 1t 1s co~letely software controlled. 

In add1t10n, the .ore unusual char.ed baryon states may prof1t fro. hav1ng 

the RICH 1ncluded 1n the tr1gger. Bc and Dc decays w1ll generate ault1ple

strange particle f1nal states. Therefore, tr1ggers l1ke 

~ • VEE • "s1ngle fast" or 

r • "s1ngle fast" 

may help to select these decay .odes. Such tr1ggers are ava1lable at level 3. 

(v) level 4 

The last level of the 1~act parameter trigger ref1nes the level 3 

1nformation on the primary vertex position by reconstructing 3 dimensional 

tracks in the VSSD. Using the selected target foil center and the be.. track 

along with the VSSD tracks, a full 3d least squares fit is to be done. The 
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fitted parameters and the vertex position are used to look for impact 

parameters exceeding 20~.. The ai. of this pass is to make a rate reduction by 

a factor of 20. At that rate we can write to VHS tape with .ost chara still in 

the sample. 
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FIGURE 8 Distributions of tracks per event fro. 800 GeV p-Carbon 1nteractions 
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Wi ::h interaction trigger. Events selected to come from target. 

(a) tracks/event in VSSD region (b) tracks/event-after K2 

(c) tracks/event 1n tr1gger reg10n, eaphaaizing negative tracks 

Cross-hatched histograma are for events which pass trigger matrix cut 

FIGURE 9 	 Schematic of Data Acqu1s1tion Architecture. Only one 

FASTBUS segment is allowed for front end buffers. 

Processors have separate 1nput and output bu.s... 

FIGURE 	 10 PWC tracking test results. (a) nuaber of seg.ents found versus 

nuaber of real tracks after K2 (b) nuaber of VSSD tracks 

reconstructed versus nuaber of seg.ents, showing the 

increase 1n average nuaber of seg.ents upstre... 

(c) distribution of x slopes for seg.ents reconstructed in VSSDs 

Track angles exceeding 2 .rad are co.aon. Angles of 2 .rad 

or larger define in which target foil the primary interaction 

occurred, as discussed in Appendix I. 
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Dalitz plot for =c+ ~ t+( 1385) + ,,°(890) from WA62 Data 


Insert is "ante Car10 of pure resonance final state· 
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SElEX Spectrometer layout 

See Table II for dimenSIons 
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Impact parameter tr igger layout and 
performance in WA82 
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Figure 8 

Number of tracts per event distribution for 800 GeV 
p-Carbon interact ions in 

(a) in VSSD 
(b) after M2 

(c) in tr igger region 
Cross hatChed histograms are events which pass trIgger matrix cut 




Figure 9 

Schematic Data Acquisition Architecture 
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pwc Tract ing statistics 
(a) oomber of segments found versus oomber of real tracks in trigger 


region 

(b) number of VSSD tracks recoostructed versus oomber of segments 


found downstream 

(c) distribution of x slopes ror segments reccnstructed in VSSDs 




SI"EET 1 Table II E761 Detector Prameters 11/7/87 

>- OetBclor _r~."ition1~ti... Are. (full) Pitch Channels Channe!1- BYles! Active Ch"",,!~l!slEvent Brl!s Sub Tota! 

-==-=-~---: -- -=---- _~ ~:P~~ _cm_ __ Sub total Channel A....r... MI~=-ag'fM~~Aver~>---~I 
. _ CU.... E.1t -3.140 _ 0.40 _~ .~~tures of Channel. betln dlverQ!nce is about 1 mrad in each lane _ 1 

1--_ B.... TRD __ Data in 1 byte: 3 bits for address rest for number of clusters __ I 
Beam TRD 1 __:2.890 1.09 1.00 1 1 I 1 I 1 _ 
Beam TRD 2 -2.640 1.00 1.00 1 1 1 1 I 1 . 
Belm TRD 3 -2.390 1.00 1.00 1 1 I I 1 1 
Beam TRD 4 -2.140 1.00 1.00 1 1 I 1 1 1 I 

Beam TRD 5 -1.890 1.00 1.00 1 1 I I 1 1 -. 
Beam TRD 6. -1.640 1.00 1.00 I 1 I I 1 I I±J I 1 
Beam TRD 7 -1.390 1.00 1.00 1 7 1 1 _L _ 1 1 7 7 

tD:: B.... SSD Data in 2 byte.,: 2 bits for. plane, 2 bits for.chip, 7 for strio 
~amSSDXl -1.140 0.50 1.00 0.0020 . 256 __ t--__ 2 r-L 5 4 10 

I 

Beam 550 VI -1.130 0.50 1.00 0.0020 512 2 2 5 4 10 

BeamSSDUI -1.120 0.50 1.00 0.0020 512 2 2 5 4 10 


. - t--' 
Beam SSD X2 -0.120 0.50 1.00 0.0020 256 2 2 5 4 10 

IBeam SSDY2 -0.1J0 -- 0.50 1.00 '0.0020 512 2 2 5 _ 4 10 -------J 
Beam SSD 112 ____ -0.100 0.50 1.00 0.0020 512 2560 2 .2 5 _4 10 24 60 
I- r.ra.l. 0.000 0.50 ____ 1.00 The taraet might be f! set of 10-: 1.0 mm foils separated by,I.O mm , ___ 
Smcen ~~ D.t Data in 3 bytes: 2 b\ t85 for adQ-ess, one (or ADC, Each has 256)(256 Dads. 30 urn in size 
Silicon Pad I 0.010 0.0 I 0.01 0.0030 65536 3 25 50 75 150 
Silicon Pad 2 0.020 0.01 - 0.01 0.0030 65536 131072 3 25 50 ~+_?5 150 1~)OO-

I--- V.r.... SSD ---f.-._. Sublends 0.15 radians tn elch pl.,. ---1--_... --I---------l.-----
Data in 3 bytes: 6 bits for plane 4 bits for chip. 7 for strip 6 bits for flash AOC 


Vertex SSD Xl 0.070 2.60 3.10 0.0020 1408 3 20 40 60 120 

\lertex SSD VI 0.090 3.20 3.70 0.0020 I 1920 I I 3 I 20 I 40 I 60 1 120
I I I I 

I 

Vertex SSD U 1 0.110 3.80 4.30 0.0020 2944 3 20 'iO 60 120 
IVertexSSDVI 0.130 4.40 4.90 0.0020 3328 3 20 40 60 120 
\lertex SSD X2 0.150 5.00 5.50 0.0020 2560 3 20 40 60 120.:-'----------._-
\lerlex SSD V2 0.170 5.60 6.10 0.0020 3072 3 20 40 60 120 

I \ler.te)! SSD U2 0.190 6.20 6.70 0.0020 4608 _ 3 20 40 __ ,.--_ 60 - 120 
\larlex SSD V2 0.210 6.80 7.30 0.0020 4992 3 20 40 60 120 
Vertex SSD Xl 0.230 7.40 7.90 0.0020 3712 3 20 40 60 120.- - ---. 
\lertex SSDV3 0.250 8.00 6.50 0.0020 4352 3 20 40 60 120---.----
.'te.!'~!.SSDU3 0.270 8.60 9.10 0.0020 6272 3 20 ~_._ 60 120 --t._----
\I~.!'~!t~SD V3, 0.290 9.20 _.9.70 0.0020 6784 3 20 _~._. 60 120 

\Jettex SSD X4 0.310 9.60 10.30 0.0050 2048 3 20 40 60 120
-_.- ____ .__._.__ ---- -_.•..-'=";:;'f--- f---- ..-.. - --.- ------1- I 

~~rtel!?~.y.1__ ~3301__..!~L40 10.90 0.0050 2304 i- 3 20 40 '--. 60 120 .J 
\Jeriel! SSD U4 0.350 11.00 11.50 0.0050 3200 3 20 40 60 120 -- .. - _.. -------- ..- -..;~ _._ .. _-- f-----+.... . .----. '---=--- ---1-.---- --- ---.1----
\Jertell SSD V4 0.370 11.60 12.10 0.0050 3456 3 20 40. 60 120 



St£ET 2 Table II E781 Detector Prameters 1117167 

Detector IP.osition Active Area (full~ Pitch ChlM••s ChlMels Bylesl Active Chamels Bytes/Event Bytes Sub Total 
1-- ____ .-. m X cmEcm em 1--' Sub total ChaM. I Averaae Ma)C Averaa. Max Average Max 

_._-_.. ._------_.__.. -- ._------
rYertex SSD X5 0.390 12.20 12.70 O.OOSO 2560 _ 3 20 40 60 120 
Vertex SSDY5 0.410 12.80 13.30 O.OOSO 2688 3 20 40 60 120 
Vertex SSD US 0.430 13.40 13.90 O.OOSO 3968 3 20 40 60 120 
Vertex SSD V5 0.450 14.00 14.SO 0.0050 4096 70272 3 20 40 60 120 1200 2400 

Sta,t " ...t 1 0.950 40.00 25.00 B-13 kG. Pt-3SO MeV/c, Should be .6-1.0 m long. LOOK UP LIST 
E... " ...t 1 1.850 I I I I I 

a.ler A. SSD Dlta In 3 bytes: 3 bits for pllftlt 5 bit!S fg,. chip. 7Jor strip 
Cluster A SSO Xl 2.350 5.00 5.001 O.OOSO I 1000 I 3 15 1 25 45 75 
Cluster A sSD VI 2.365 5.00 5.001 O.OOSO I 1000 I I 3 I 15 1 25 45 75 
Cluster A sSO Ul 2.380 5.00 5.001 0.0050 I 1000 1 3 15 1 25 45 75 
Cluster A SSD VI 2.395 5.00 5.001 0.0050 1 1000 1 4000 1 3 1 15 1 25 45 75 180 300

DC L.-., A.M'. Vector Chambers with 5 sense wiresj).r cell 
Dlta In 21 bytes:5 bits for plane. 2- 2 b'itAt IPC (b.eg and end) each hit time in 5 sense wires 

lriflChamXl 2.6451 100.001 100.001 2.00 1 50 I 21 1 20 I 40 1 420 I 840 
Irlfl Cham UI_ 2.6951100.00\ 100.001 2.00 SO 21 20 40 420 840 
Irifl Cham VI 2.745 100.00 100.00 2.00 50 21 20 40 420 840 
Irlfl Cham)(2 2.1951 100.001 100.001 2.00 I 50 1 I 21 1 20 I 40 I 420 I 840 
Ir.ft Cham U2 2.8451 100.001 100.001 2.00 I 50 I 21 1 20 1 40 I 420 I 840 
Ilrlft Chlm V2 2.8951100.001 100.001 2.00 50 21 20 40 420 840 
Irift Cham X3 2.945 100.00 100.00 2.00 50 21 20 40 420 840 
Irift Cham U3 2.9951 100.001 100.001 2.00 I 50 I I 21 I 20 I 40 I 420 I 840 
Irifl Chlm V3 3.0451 100.001 100.001 2.00 I 50 I 21 I 20 I 40 I 420 1 840 
Irlft Cham)(4 3.0951 100.001 100.001 2.00 I SO 1 500 1 21 1 20 I 40 1 420 I 840 4200 8400 

...............1 ~ __ 1 _ ~.ta in 4 bYtes: 2 bytes for block address. 2 for v"ue 
Pb6 lIJstrelm 3.1951 100.001 100.001 4.00 1 120 I 120 I 4 I 20 1 40 80 160 80 160 

a.ster. SSDI ID.la in 3 bYtes: ~ bits for plane.. 5 bits for chip. 7for strip 
Cluster 8 SsD X 1 I 4.1951 5.001 5.001 0.0050 I 1000 I 3 I 15 I 25 I 45 75 
Cluster 8 SSD VI I 4.2101 5.001 5.001 0.0050 I 1000 1 3 15 I 25 I 45 75 
Cluster 8 SsD U1 1 4.2251 5.001 5.001 O.OOSO 1 1000 I 3 I 15 I 25 I 45 75 
Cluster B SsD VI I 4.2401 5.001 5.001 0.0050 1 1000 1 4000 I 3 15 I 25 I 45 75 180 300 

Sta,t " ....1 21 4.14>1 60.961 25.411"H'let Is Dfjl09 oPf!f'I.d UD to 10 Inch alP and 15 k6. Pt-450 MeVlc 
E... " •••t 21 6.7401 60.961 25.41 This gives a verticalaccIl)lence of:t 19 mrad. :t46horizont~J Do we want to Itut in second BM 1 09? 

Clust.r C SSD D.ta In 3 bytes: 3 bits for Diane, 5 bits for chip. 7 for strip I 

Cluster CSSD Xl 7.240 5.00 5.00 0.0050 1000 3 15 25 45 75 I -. 

CI~~~ ~~SD V1__ 7.255 5.00 5.00 O.OOSO 1000 3 15 25 45 75 --I 
Cluster C SSD U1 7.270 5.00 5.00 O.OOSO 1000 3 15 25 45 75 
-----~ -
CI~~!, C SSQ-YL-r---l~285 5.00 5.00 0.0050 1000 4000 3 15 25._ 45 75 . 180 __ 300 

PWCs These chambers are for use with fast processors. We intersperse Forward Drift Chambers 

,. 

, 



SHEET 3 Table II E781 Detector Parameters 1117/87 

Detector ~~!!i!J1l!! ~ive .Area (fUII:l Pilch Chamels ChaMels 8vtesl Active Channels 6-y.~~Eve!:!!_ ....ht!?_S~Jot.!L- ..-----.-.
--_. ___.J!t__ _.~.f-mF~~ffi-", em ___ 

Sub !otal ChaMel Averaae Max. Averaae Max Average Ma1L__ 

~"---....--.-.-~-~---------- ------ . ---_____ Data Is In 3 bytes .__ .- f------- 1--.__._--
PWCXl 7.785 100.QQ ~_ 5Q.00 0.2000 500 - 3 5 10 15 30 

- ..-. '--'
-----. 

.--.~--

~Yl _ 7.885 100.00 50.00 0.2000 250 3 5 10 .15 . 30 
f!!!!C X2 8,385 100.00 50.00 0.2000 500 3 5 10 15 30 
~CY2 _. __ 6.465 100.00 50.00 0.2000 250 1500 3 5 10 15 30 60 120 

I-
DC F.rw..d Vector Chambers with 5 sense wires per cell . 

Data In 21 bvtes:5blts for oIane, 2- 2 b\ te TDC (beg and end) each hit time In 5 sense wires ____ 
Drift Cham X 1 8.735 100.00 50.00 2.00 25 21 20 40 420 840 
Drift Cham U 1 6.785 100.00 50.00 2.00 25 21 20 40 420 840 
Drift Cham VI 8.835 100.00 50.00 2.00 25 21 20 40 420 840 
Drift Cham X2 6.685 100.00 50.00 2.00 25 21 20 40 420 840-_. . -
Drift Cham.]~ ___ 1--~~935 100.00 50.00 2.00 25 r-.1L. 20 40 420 840 
~rt Chaf1l~_t--~~ 100.00 50.00 2.00 25 21 20 40 420 840--'- .-
Drift Cham X3 9.035 100.00 50.OQ 2.00 25 21 20 40 420 840-,----,,-. 

J;!lft Cham U3 9.085 lQQ.&Q __.50.00 2.00 25 21 20 40 420 840 
Drift Cham V~.__ 9.135 109·09 __ 50.00 2.00 -~- 21 20 40 420 840 
Dr.ift Cham X4 9.185 100.00 50.00 2.00 25 250 21 20 40 420 840 4200 6400 

PWCs ----- -- These chambers are for use with rast processors. We intersperse Forward Drift Chambers-._-,---=
Data Is in 3 bytes -_-._-'._------1-'--' ,, -

PWCX3 9.535 100.00 50.00 0.2000 500 3 5 10 15 30 

PWCV3 9.635 100.00 50.00 0.2000 250 3 5 10 15 30 .
~X4 10.135 100.00 50.00 0.2000 500 3 5 10 15 30-- .. 

PWCV4 10.235 100.00 SO.OO 0.2000 250 1500 3 5 10 15 30 60 90 
RICH Data in 2 bytes: this is a digital device. no analoa information is kept -

RICH S ..... t 10.735 2800 2800 2 25 100 50 200 50 200 
~~,-. 

.. _-_. ~ 

RICH EM 20.735 I 
TAD I ha'll' assumed 35 em for each TRO module which Includes a radiator plus one chamber .--

Dlta is in 3 bytes 
~-~"--- -
TROX~. 21.235 100.00 50.00 0.2000 500 3 2 5 6 15 -
TRO VI 21.585 100.00 50.00 0.2000 250 3 2 5 6 15 
J:BO X2__ 21.935 100.00 SO.OO 0.2000 500 3 2 '5 6 15 

TRDV2 22.285 100.00 50.00 0.2000 250 1500 3 2 5 6 15 24 60. _____~___ • ___ ,_0 

V•• C....b.r A These chambers are not backed UP with SSD, In beam region---.--.-- ---

r-. ~-- - Data is in 2 bytes - -_._- - -
Vee A. X I 22765 10000 100.00 Q.20o.Q I-_~QL r--~ 4 10__ a '-_ 2Q_-,---- r-" -_._-. -6 ---~.- 0--

Vee A. Y I ~~~~ 10000 10000 __.Q 20OO ~QL 4 
1--

10 20 
- - -- 1------- ------~~--- ~-.--,. 

Vee A. U I . ._ ..f?..:~a.§ 100,00 100.00 _ 0 .20Q9 1--.500 _ f-----.----- 2 4 10 8 __ _ .29_ 
1---_._- - . ""-'-"---_.__._ .---.-. ,_...c._ 

Vee A. V1 23,085 100.00 100.00 0_2000 500 2 4 10 6 20 



st£ET 4 Tlble 11 E781 Detector P....meters 1117/87 

=-~r ±:IU:Active Area (fuJI) Pitch _Chamels Chamels BytesI Active Channels Bytes/Event _~ytes Sub Total_--
Xcm _V em em -- Sib total Chlnnel Ave~e Max Averaa. Max Aver~_ Max 

--  -, ..-.. - - !--.__.. -. ----- 
yee A_~.f 23.185 100.00 100.00 0.2000 500 2 4 10 8 20 -
yee A..J'I __ 23.265 100.00 100.00 0.2000 500 3000 2 4 10 B 20 48 120 

V•• C.......r 8 These chambers .... not backed UJ) with SSDs In beam region 

f--._ Data is in 2 bytes 
Vee B XI 29.285 100.00 100.00 0.2000 500 2 4 10 8 20 
Vee 8 V I 29.385 100.00 100.00 0.2000 500 2 4 10 8 20 
Vee 8 Ul 29.485 100.00 100.00 0.2000 SOO 2 4 10 8 20 
Vee 8 VI 29.585 l00.~ 100.00 0.2000 500 2 4 10 8 20 
Vee 8 X2 29.685 100.00 100.00 0.2000 500 2 4 10 8 20 
Vee 8 V2 29.785 100.00 100.00 0.2000 500 3000 2 4 10 8 20 48 120 

V.. C.......rC These chlmbers ... not backed UJ) with SSDs In beam region 

r--  Data is in 2 bytes 

~_£K~ 35.765 100.00 100.00 0.2000 500 2 .. 10 8 20 ---- 
f~!!J VI. 35.685 100.00 100.00 0.2000 500 2 .. 10 8 20 
Vee.C Ul 35.965 100.00 100.00 0.2000 500 2 4 10 8 20 
VeeC VI 36.085 100.00 100.00 0.2000 500 2 .. 10 8 20 
Ve. C X2 36.185 100.00 100.00 0.2000 500 2 .. 10 8 20 
cYeeC V2 36.265 100.00 100.00 0.2000 500 3000 2 4 10 8 20 48 120 
Pbe D ...stna... Data In 4 bYtes: 2 bytes for block address. 2 for value .
Pb6 Upstream 36.235 100.00 100.00 5.00 17SO 1750 4 20 40 80 160 80 160 

Start " ...l3 36.735 60.96 SO.8 [Magnet Is~Ml09 ooened UD to 20 Inch alP and 15 kG. Pt-450 MeVlc 

E•• " ....l 3 38.735 60.96 50.8 This Gives I vertical acceptance of :t6.6 mrlld. :t 7.9 horizontal . 
V•• C.......,. These chambers ... not backed UP with SSDs In beam region 

Data is in 2 bytes 
Vee 0 XI 39.235 100.00 100.00 0.2000 500 2 .. 10 8 20 
VeeD VI 39.335 100.00 100.00 0.2000 500 2 .. 10 8 20 

Vee D UI 39.435 100.00 100.00 0.2000 500 2 .. 10 6 20 
Vee D VI 39.535 100.00 100.00 0.2000 SOO 2 4 10 8 20 
Ve.D )(2 39.635 100.00 100.00 0.2000 SOO 2 .. 10 8 20 
VteD V2 39.735 100.00 100.00 0.2000 500 3000 2 .. 10 8 20 48 120 

LAC Fastbus A IC readout 8 bytes ... for address. 4 for data- 
39.965 162.5 r-162.5 0.0500 3500 3500 8 125 500 1000 4000 1000 4000 
40.442 

~!.!.tr!~ Detecur We enumerate the PWC elements but IURll1 together the 50 interleaved !cinlin.tors 
.-~ 

~~~!iIIator5 __ c---. 16.00 76.00 50 3 SO 50 150 ISO 

PWC Xl _,41.9~ 48.00 48.00 1.0000 48 2 25 50 50 100 ----,...-------~..;..;.. 
PWC VI 42.035 48.00 48.00 1.0000 .~- 2 25 50 __ 50 100--  - _..,--- -~--- 1------ ._._-- ._--_._._
PWC X2 42.085 48.00 48.00 1.0000 48 2 25 50 50 100 

• 




SHEET 5 Table II E781 Delector Pr.melers 1117/87 

_._.......Qetector 1- Dosttion Active Are!if~1l Pilch Channels Chamels Byles/ Active Chamels Byles/Evenl 6vt~~ Sub Tolal 
m X em__ Y em em a.b total Chamel- .. Averaa. Max Averaa. NIH Averaae Ma)C 

------- . _--
--48.00148.00 

,....... -- '----_.__ ._. --- ---
f..--. PWC Y2 42.135 1.0000 48 2 25 50 50 100-
f----.-- PWCX3 42.165 48.00 48.00 1.0000 48 2 25_. 50 50 100 

PWCY3 42.235 48.00 48.00 1.0000 48 2 25 50 50 100 . 
PWCX4 42.265 48.00 46.00 1.0000 48 2 25 50 50 100- _. 

P\tIC Y4 42.335 48.00 48.00 1.0000 48 2 25 50 50 100 
PWCX5 42.385 48.00 46.00 1.0000 48 2 25 50 50 100-
P\tIC '(5 42.435 48.00 46.00 1.0000 48 2 25 50 50 100 
PWCX6 42.485 46.00 48.00 1.0000 46 2 25 50 50 100 
P\tIC Y6 42.535 48.00 48.00 1.0000 48 2 25 50 50 100 

f..-.....-. PWCX7 42.585 48.00 48.00 1.0000 48 2 25 50 50 100 
P\tIC Y7 42.635 48.00 48.00 1.0000 48 . . 

2 25 ~O 50 100 
P\tIC X8 42.685 48.00 48.00 1.0000 48 2 25 50 50 100 - i----1-.

1----- PWCY8 42.735 48.00 46.00 1.0000 48 816 2 25 50 50 100 ~50 _ i-.J}50 

f----

. --1---
TOTALS 2...2749 12817 27.0487-_. 

1----- .. .. -- I-- -_. 
-


